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Artists’ Books Exhibition, UWE, Bristol, UK
Tom Trusky Exhibition Cases, Bower Ashton Library
Boccaccio and the Artist’s Book
2nd December 2013 - 31st January 2014
Curated by Dr Rhiannon Daniels, University of Bristol
2013 is a year-long celebration of the Italian medieval
author Giovanni Boccaccio, marking his 700th birthday.
Boccaccio continues to be read across the world and to
evoke responses seven hundred years after his birth. As
part of the UK-based events, led by a team of academics at
the Universities of Bristol and Manchester, an international
group of artists were invited to create new books about
Boccaccio. The aim was to explore the ways in which his
works speak to new audiences in the 21st century. The
parameters of the brief were left deliberately open and
artists were invited to make a book in response to Boccaccio
himself or to any of his Italian or Latin texts.

Doves and Firebrands, Sue Doggett (UK) Digital print
concertina with folded cover. Edges hand-coloured and
polished. Giovanni Boccaccio wrote De mulieribus claris (On
Famous Women) between 1361 and 1362. It was probably the
first biography of women ever written. The women whose life
stories are immortalised in this text were not only famous
through myth or deed, but also infamous and even notorious.
This work presents the biography as a condensed sequence
of characteristics not only to highlight the scope of the
women’s experience and achievements, but also to emphasise
their gender. The biography was an acknowledgement of the
possibility, from Boccaccio at least, that they might have made
a difference.

Thirteen artists’ books were created and were displayed
from July – November 2013 at the John Rylands Library,
Manchester in an exhibition called ‘Locating Boccaccio in
2013’, together with key items from the Rylands’ historic
collections of manuscripts and rare books related to

Boccaccio. The artists’ books have now moved on to Bristol,
but the exhibition at John Rylands (until 12 December) still
showcases the outstanding collections of historic printed
books and manuscripts relating to Boccaccio held by the
Rylands, including the ‘Roxburghe Decameron’, the most
expensive book in the world when was sold in 1812, the first
illustrated edition of the Decameron, private press editions
and clandestine erotica. The exhibition is designed to reflect
the – still popular – reception of Boccaccio as an author of
erotic and light-hearted stories, but also aims to inform new
audiences about the breadth and depth of his achievements
as a literary innovator, humanist, and linguistic model.
Boccaccio wrote a wide range of texts in both Italian and
Latin, prose and poetry, and was responsible for many
literary ‘firsts’, such as the development of ‘octave rhyme’
(ottava rima), the first epic poem in Italian, and the first
psychological novel. His prose writing in the Decameron
became the basis for the standard Italian language
used today.

The Eaten Heart, Carolyn Thompson (UK). An adaptation of
the Penguin Great Loves version of Giovanni Boccaccio’s
The Eaten Heart: Unlikely Tales of Love. Text has been removed
from every page with the use of a scalpel, leaving only words
that could pertain to the body, or body parts. By removing
these words from their context and grouping them together,
their significance changes dramatically, thus exploring the
abundant innuendo in Boccaccio’s original text.

A virtual exhibition presents a series of images from each
of the thirteen artists’ books. Click on the artists’ names at
the Locating Boccaccio website in order to see pages not
on display within the library, and statements by the artists:
http://locatingboccaccio.wordpress.com/artists-books/
Many of these books are for sale. For further information,
please contact Dr Rhiannon Daniels, Department of Italian,
School of Modern Languages, University of Bristol, UK.
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EcoEditions
23 Sandy Gallery, Portland, USA
Until 28th December 2013
23 Sandy Gallery is pleased to present EcoEditions, an
international juried exhibition of contemporary artists’
books focusing on the environment. EcoEditions proves that
books can save the world. Artists’ books raise consciousness,
create awareness and change thinking. We invited book
artists to use their powers as stewards of the earth to report
on the state of our environment, ecology, sustainability,
pollution, climate, recycling and our planet in general.

EcoEditions features the work of the following artists:
Cynthia Back, Alicia Bailey, Kate Barber, Brea Black,
Servane Briand, Patty Bruce, Lark Burkhart, Mary-Ellen
Campbell, List Cara, Lin Charlston, Guylaine Couture,
Anne Covell, Marian Crane, Fiona Dempster, Mari Eckstein
Gower Leilei Guo, Elise Guidoux, Lisa Isley, Diane Jacobs,
Jill Kambs, Karen Koshgarian, Dorothy Krause, Bryan
Kring, Laura Ladendorf, Lise Melhorn-Boe, Barbara
Milman, Leah Oates, Lisa Onstad, Wendy Partridge, Linda
Piacentini-Yaple, Dr. Bob Pliny, Susan Reynolds, Julie
Russell-Steuart, Rocco Scary, Wilber Schilling, Abigail
Schultz, Andie Thrams, Mary Uthuppuru, Barb Van Dusen,
Elsi Vassdal Ellis and Shu-Ju Wang.

Ideation by Chance is a group exhibition, curated by book
artist and educator Julie Chen. The exhibition features
entirely new and original handmade books from Alice Shaw,
Alisa Golden, Betsy Davids, Bettina Pauly, Casey Gardner,
Charles Hobson, Chris Rolik, Julie Chen, Karen Sjoholm,
Kat Howard, Lucia Dill, Lucy Childs, Macy Chadwick,
Mandie Rider, Michael Henninger, Nance O’Banion, Reiko
Fujii and Thomas Rockwell. All of the work in the exhibit
has been created and produced over the past several months
as a response to each artists’ drawing a series of cards from
Chen and Tetenbaum’s Artists’ Book Ideation Card Decks.

Julie Chen, Family Tree

The Artists’ Book Ideation Card Decks are the creation of
Barbara Tetenbaum and Julie Chen, published earlier this
year. The published set consists of two decks. Deck One
consists of category cards that address various aspects of
the book such as structure, layout, technique. Deck Two is a
deck of adjectives. By drawing a total of 12 cards, an artist is
given a fairly comprehensive set of prompts to work from.

Mark your calendar for an artists reception for
EcoEditions on Saturday, December 7, 2013 from 6pm8pm. Several artists will be in attendance, including Fiona
Dempster, who will be here all the way from Australia and
Abigail Schultz all the way from Hawaii!

For this exhibition, Chen to invited members of her book
group to each make a piece based on a drawing of the
cards. The group has been meeting for a number of years to
discuss various books and text relevant to the teaching of
book art in an academic setting and is made up of book art
educators who all teach at the college level.

This exhibition was juried by Cara List, the Art and Art
History Librarian at the University of Oregon Architecture
and Allied Arts Library. As the curator of the Artists’ Book
Collection, she teaches extensively with artists’ books. Cara
received her MFA in painting from the School of Visual Arts
in New York, where she worked and exhibited for a number
of years, before getting a Masters in Information Science at
the University of Michigan.

In addition to being teachers, everyone in the group is also
a studio practitioner. As the Artist’s Book Ideation Cards
were originally designed as a teaching tool, this exhibition
gave Chen the perfect opportunity to curate an exhibit
showcasing the work of book art educators and students
together. To this end Chen asked each member of the book
group to invite a student or former student to participate
in the show.

A full online catalogue of EcoEditions can be found at:
http://23sandy.com/works/product-category/exhibitions/
ecoeditions-exhibitions

The works in the exhibition clearly show that, even though
each person started with a “recipe” of prompts, and in many
cases with one or more prompts in common with other
artists in the show, the artists’ own individual approaches
and visions shine through: it is clear that there is nothing
formulaic about the resulting work.

23 Sandy Gallery
623 NE 23rd Avenue, Portland, OR 97232, USA
Tel: 503-927-4409. www.23Sandy.com
Keep up with 23 Sandy Gallery news at:
www.23sandy.com/works/blog
Ideation by Chance
Abecedarian Gallery, Denver, USA
Until 15th December 2013
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Curator Julie Chen is an internationally known book artist
who has been publishing limited edition artists’ books under
the Flying Fish Press imprint for over 25 years. Her work
is known for combining three-dimensional and movable
book structures with fine letterpress printing. Chen also
teaches Book Arts at Mills College and regularly lectures on
bookmaking and teaches workshops nationwide.
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Abecedarian Gallery
910 Santa Fe Dr, #101, Denver, CO 80204 USA
www.abecedariangallery.com
Tel: 720.282.4052 or 303.340.2110
alicia@abecedariangallery.com
Hours: 1-6pm Thursday & Friday, Saturdays noon-4
The Seventh Day
Hebrew Union College Museum, New York, USA
Until 30th June 2014
Claire Jeanine Satin
exhibits her book
works in The Seventh
Day at the Hebrew
Union College
Museum, 4 West 4th
Street, NYC, USA.
This show will travel.
One of the subsequent
venues will be the
Mosaic Museum in
Miami Beach, Florida
in 2014.

DIY (Visits Chicago): Photographers and Books
The Center for Book and Paper Arts, Chicago, USA
Until 7th December 2013
The Center for Book and Paper Arts mounts a second
iteration of an exhibition exploring print-on-demand photo
books. Originally curated by Barbara Tannenbaum - curator
of photography for the Cleveland Museum of Art, DIY:
Photographers and Books (2012) was the first museum show
to focus on the impact of print-on-demand publishing
on contemporary photographic practice. This is a juried
exhibition, focused on photobooks that move beyond the
monograph. How do photographers engage the book form
in ways that are experimentally visual and conceptual, while
pushing the possibilities of print on demand publishing?
Center for Book and Paper Arts
1104 South Wabash Avenue
Chicago, IL 60605-1996, USA
www.colum.edu/Academics/Interarts/book-and-paper/
index.php
Louise Bourgeois - I Give Everything Away
The Fruitmarket Gallery, Edinburgh, UK
Until 23rd February 2014
Louise Bourgeois (1911–2010) is a towering figure in
modern and contemporary art, and The Fruitmarket
Gallery is proud to be part of a major showing of her work
across Edinburgh in 2013/2014. The Fruitmarket Gallery
presents Bourgeois’s Insomnia Drawings (1994–95) and two
sequences of much larger works on paper, When Did This
Happen? (2007) and I Give Everything Away (2010). The
Insomnia Drawings, created in the suspended state between
sleeping and waking, and the two late series of prints created
close to the end of the artist’s life contain between them all
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the major themes of Bourgeois’s work and reveal the close
link between drawing and writing that is such a key part of
her unique creative energy.
The Insomnia Drawings, generously lent to The Fruitmarket
Gallery by the Daros Collection in Switzerland, are
complemented and extended by works on paper selected by
Frances Morris from the Louise Bourgeois Trust. Focusing
on drawing and writing, the exhibition cuts to the heart of
the artist’s work, providing both a key to and a celebration of
her unique creative energy.
This exhibition complements a major ARTIST ROOMS
exhibition of work by Louise Bourgeois on display at
the Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art – Louise
Bourgeois: ‘A Woman Without Secrets’, Modern One,
until 18th May 2014.
The Fruitmarket Gallery
45 Market Street, Edinburgh, Scotland EH1 1DF, UK
http://fruitmarket.co.uk
Löweneckerchen, Gulliver and Ali Baba
Artists’ books and book objects by modern artists from
the collection of Reinhard Grüner
International Youth Library, Munich
Until 12th January 2014
The title of the exhibition of artists’ books, collected by
Reinhard Grüner from Munich, refers to “Löweneckerchen”,
a story by the Grimm brothers, and to Gulliver and Ali
Baba. The exhibition shows about 80 artists’ books. Most of
these books were made for adults, but as they have much
in common with children’s children’s ways of looking at
things (themes, playfulness, adventure, comics etc.), they
are also of great interest to children. They are arranged
in different sections, for example: ADVENTURE, FAIRY
TALES, WORLD LITERATURE, FOUND OBJECTS,
DANIIL KHARMS etc. A lot of these books are unique
books and the emphasis is multi-cultural. Books from
Russia, Lithuania, Poland, Hungary, the Czech Republic, the
Netherlands, Luxemburg, France and, of course, Germany
are shown.

The exhibition catalogue. Photography for the catalogue is by
Hubert Kretschmer

A film can be seen at http://vimeo.com/71562955
A small illustrated catalogue is available, ISBN 978-3923205-58-5. Euro 5. More information can be found

at www.ijb.de (International Youth Library) or on the
collector’s website www.buchkunst.info
International Youth Library
Schloss Blutenburg, D - 81247 München, Germany.
www.ijb.de

La Ville Rayée is a group founded in 2006, consisting of
three architects, David Apheceix, Benjamin Lafore and
Sébastien Martinez Barat. Considering architecture as a
broad field gathering multiple types of exercises, La Ville
Rayée’s work converges between theoretical prospection
and pragmatic challenge.

x1 at mfc2 by x2
= a new concept of exhibition at mfc-michèle didier
Paris
For two years now, mfc-michèle didier gallery in Paris has
been dedicated to presenting the productions made by the
eponym publisher. Since its opening, it has also the purpose
of fostering the reflection on the specific discipline of the
artist’s book. Furthermore, the gallery offers the possibility
to enhance the importance and the role of ephemeras as well
as published, multiplied works in contemporary art.
In this regard, mfc-michèle didier introduces a new project:
mfc2. mfc2 is based on the principle of invitation.
The bookshop La Serre was conceived in 2012 upon the
initiative of four Paris fine arts students, based on the
following
observation:
artists produce
on their own
quality books
that they have
a hard time
distributing
or placing on
display. So they
imagined La Serre (literally ‘The Glasshouse’), a mobile and
lightweight architectural structure, totally transparent, able
to grow as quickly as a mushroom.
Upon mfc-michèle didier’s invitation, La Serre will settle up
for the winter at 66 rue Notre-Dame de Nazareth in Paris for
a month and a half. La Serre will display a selection which
will evolve in the course of the exhibition.
The gallery will also invite five of La Serre’s displayed artists
to extend the content of their publications in the space-time
framed by the exhibition in a gallery.
On this occasion, La Serre schedules a series of
performances that will take place each Thursday at 7pm at
the gallery:
- aalliicceelleessccaanne&ssoonniiaaddeerrzzyyppoollssk
kii, 5th December
- Tania Gheerbrandt, 12th December
- Louise Siffert, 19th December
The term of the exhibition has been established according
to a cycle during which the interventions will co-exist
and get activated one after the other. There will be five
performances, performed lectures, activations, readings,
starting from one or more art works, that have been
previously published, printed or simply projected.
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A selection of mfc-michèle didier’s publications will be
placed on one of their creations: Adventures Close to Home.
Adventures Close to Home is a series of monofunctional
tables in whitened ash. Display of a single object: a cuptable, a PC-table, a plant-table and thus in the context of
the exhibition at the gallery, a book-table. It’s as if the tables
were domestic totems. Playing with intermediary scales
and the use’s specificity, this series of five tables that can be
lined up and combined at home create a singular scenery.
Assembled, the tables form a mobile object with sculptural
shapes. Dissembled, they resonate each other and give
rise to objects that are placed on the stage of these delicate
pedestals. They will be presented individually, offering for
each of mfc-michèle didier’s production an autonomous
reading.
The five tables of Adventures Close to Home are all mediums
for familiar uses, endless compositions where extreme
functionalism meets the reminiscence of architectural
patterns.
66 rue Notre-Dame de Nazareth, 75003 Paris, France.
www.micheledidier.com
Open Tuesday - Saturday from 12 - 7pm. Subway:
République, Strasbourg Saint-Denis, Arts et Métiers

My Gallery is the World Now
Books and Ideas after Seth Siegelaub
The Center for Book Arts, New York
Until 14th December 2013
Organised by Micalis Pichler, Independent Curator & Artist.
This exhibition features work by Seth Siegelaub, gallerist,
curator, researcher, activist and editor of conceptual art
publications in the 1960s and early 70s, and will investigate
the recent work by contemporary artists that restages
and creates related new bookworks. Sieglaub organized
important exhibitions presented in the form of an artist’s
book. Even though Siegelaub is probably still one of
the most underestimated art players of 20th century, in
the last few years there have been a growing number of
contemporary artists who refer to him and the publications
he produced between 1968 and 1971.
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The exhibition features both original bookworks and
catalogues published by Seth Siegelaub, some presented
through the Seth Siegelaub Online Archive recently
established by Primary Information. Also on view are
explicitly related contemporary bookworks, which directly
refer to past Siegelaub projects, including work by including
work by The Banner Repeater, Arnault Desjardin, Eric
Doeringer, Maria Eichhorn, “greatest hits”, la biblotheque
fantastique, Emmanuel Herve/Florence Loewy (ed.), Steven
Leiber (ed.), Doro Boehme/Daniel Mellis (ed.), Jonathan
Monk, Rollo Press, Stefan Schuster/Barbara Buchmaier
(ed.), Derek Sullivan and several other artists.
Also on show:
Valerie Blackwell Hird: The Maiden Voyages Project
Until 14th December 2013
Organised by Alexander Campos, Executive Director
Scholars for the Advanced Study in Book Arts 2013
Until 14th December 2013
Organised by Sarah Nicholls, Programs Manager
Pamela Spitzmueller: 2013 Master Faculty Fellow
Until 14th December 2013
Organised by Alexander Campos, Executive Director
28 West 27th Street, 3rd Floor. New York, NY 10001, USA.
Tel: 212-481-0295. www.centerforbookarts.org
Book art inspired by the Vatican
Stankta Eugenia katolska församling, Stockholm, Sweden
Until 15th December 2013

Ekphrasis: an Exhibition of Physical Fictions
A Library Intervention by Garry Barker
Leeds College of Art Library, UK
Until 13th December 2013
Taking place in the Leeds College of Art, Blenheim Walk
Site, artist myths, stereotypes and preconceptions are
drawn together in this intervention as a library of possible
readings. The work consists of a bookcase that has been set
aside and dedicated to art and artists in fiction.
To aid the reader the artist’s book ‘Art and Fiction’ is
provided. It includes an additional 26 micro fictions, each
one written in response to the many myths of the artist,
as well as 1,000 short descriptions of novels in which
artists appear.
The weight of fiction is a hidden burden that all artists must
carry. This exhibition is designed to explore these fictions
in physical form. Books are physical, metaphysical and
imaginary concepts, they can be materials for art works
as well as repositories for them. The interplay between the
visual and the written is historically understood as a type
of ekphrasis, it can also lead to a return to reading whilst
thinking about making. Garry Barker
Vernon Street Library, Leeds College of Art, Leeds LS2 8PH.
Please call 0113 2028096 for opening times.
www.leeds-art.ac.uk
New York Bound: International Book Art Biennial
Islip Art Museum, East Islip, USA
Until 29th December 2013
A selection of artist-made books from around the world
and our annual open call. This exhibition promotes and
encourages artists’ unconventional ideas about books.
We asked artists to explore the book as an object, bookinstallations, one-offs, author’s books, artists’ books, writers’
books, experimental and limited editions, fine press books
and the like. Curated by Dorothea Fleiss through a number
of open calls held internationally and nationally.
50 Irish Lane, East Islip, NY 11730, USA
Tel: 631-224-5402. Open: Thurs and Friday 10am – 4pm /
Saturday and Sunday 12 - 4pm. http://islipartmuseum.org

A touring exhibition of works responding to Limp bindings
from the Vatican Library. Monica Langwe invited eleven
book artists from Europe and the USA to create their
own variants, using the originals as departure points:
Jody Alexander, Carmencho Arregui, Guy Begbie, Manne
Dahlstedt, Sün Evard, Hedi Kyle, Monica Langwe, Lennart
Mänd, Chela Metzger, Suzanne Schmollgruber and Peter
D. Verheyen. Organised by Monica Langwe.
Stankta Eugenia katolska församling, Stockholm, Sweden
www.sanktaeugenia.se For more information, visit Monica
Langwe’s website: www.langwe.se

The First Cut – Paper At The Cutting Edge
SeaCity Museum, Southampton UK
Until 12th January 2014
The First Cut is a touring exhibition that features works by
over 30 international contemporary artists who radically
rethink the possibilities of working with paper. It explores
how established and emerging artists are transforming
the humble scrap of paper, through cutting, folding and
sculpting, into amazingly powerful creations that could be
destroyed with a single tear.
SeaCity Museum, Havelock Road, Southampton,
Hampshire, SO14 7FY, UK.
www.seacitymuseum.co.uk
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Beautiful Readable Objects
The Aram Gallery, London, UK
Until 17th January 2014
Beautiful Readable Objects is an exhibition of experimental
approaches to contemporary book binding. This show is
the second in The Aram Gallery’s Beautiful Objects series
showing contemporary designs alongside designers’ objects
of inspiration. All pieces have been made by members of
the international bookbinding collective ‘Tomorrow’s Past’
whose manifesto is to make modern conservation bindings
for antiquarian books. 9 members of the collective show
new work at The Aram Gallery.

NUDE
Sohn Fine Art Gallery, Stockbridge, USA
Until February 2014
Works by: John Atchley, Peggy Braun, John Clarke, Greg
Gorman, Eric Korenman, Hildy Kronen, Jack Krove, Mona
Mark, Matuschka, Irmari Nacht, Lincoln Russell, Cassandra
Sohn, Savannah Spirit. Irmari Nacht is showing a recycled
artist’s book of cut-out nude figures explaining various
sexual positions, and maze books mini sculptures, works
from her ‘Famous Artist Nudes’ series.
Sohn Fine Art Gallery, 6 Elm Street, Stockbridge, MA, USA.
www.sohnfineart.com
Karen Guancione: Sutra
The Noyes Museum of Art, Oceanville, USA
Until 31st August 2014
Karen Guancione’s latest work, “Sutra” will be on show
at The Noyes Museum of Art until August 2014. “Sutra”
is made from thousands of discarded hand-typed library
catalogue cards sewn into a large site-specific installation.

Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo, Nuova Raccolta d’Alfabeti Artistici
(c.1860), 2007. Grey Zaansch board, handmade hemp and linen
paper, terracotta Japanese Kozo paper and wood, 124 x 295 x
94mm. Photography by Prudence Cuming Associates Ltd

Bookbinding is often seen as the preservation of antiquarian
books, in an antiquarian style. Tomorrow’s Past work only
with damaged books, making conservation bindings which
return a book to function, rather than copying a traditional
aesthetic. The Aram Gallery uses this exhibition to
demonstrate how these rescued books are restored through
sensitive and thoughtful design. Experiments in articulating
hinges, maquettes of book jackets, tests of the suitability of
a fabric or paper will be exhibited for visitors to handle, to
understand how this collective solve the design problems
they are presented with.
To accompany each makers exhibit, is a contextual object;
something related to making of the piece. It could be a
sound which prompted the use of a particular material
or a building which inspired a similar mini architectural
construction. These background objects shed light on a
designer’s methods – they are a snapshot of their thinking.
An interview with each participant about their exhibit also
sits alongside their work conducted by the exhibitions’
curator, Héloïse Parke. Tomorrow’s Past participants are:
Kathy Abbott (UK), Carmencho Arregui (IT), Cristina
Balbiano d’Aramengo (IT), Sun Evrard (FR), Charles
Gledhill (UK), Katinka Keus (NL), Peter Jones (UK), Jen
Lindsay (UK), Tracey Rowledge (UK)
The Aram Gallery, 110 Drury Lane, (Near Aldwych)
Covent Garden, London WC2B 5SG. Tel: 0207 557 7526
Mon - Sat 10am - 6pm, Thurs until 7pm
Entrance is free. Twitter: @TheAramGallery
www.thearamgallery.org
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Image above: “Sutra” ©Karen Guancione 2013, Mixed media
installation, hand-typed recycled library catalogue cards,
shipping tags, thread; height: 11 feet x width: 23 feet. Photos
by Bruce Riccitelli. Artist’s Talk and hands-on Workshop:
Saturday June 14, 2014, noon - 2pm
The Noyes Museum of Art
733 Lily Lake Road, Oceanville, NJ 08231, USA
www.noyesmuseum.org
Museum hours: Monday - Saturday: 10am – 4.30pm
Extended hours Thursdays until 8 pm, Sunday: noon - 5pm
Reading List - Artists’ Selections from the MoMA
Library Collection
The Lewis B. and Dorothy Cullman Education and
Research Building - MoMA, NY, USA
Until 6th January 2014
The Museum of Modern Art Library is frequented by
artists who use the collection for research and inspiration.
For this exhibition, a group of artists were asked to select
a favourite item from the library collection and respond
to a questionnaire written by library staff. This exhibition
includes the selected materials, each accompanied by
the artist’s explanation of why they chose the selected
material and what it means within the context of their
artistic practice. Selections will rotate halfway through the
exhibition’s duration in order to feature a wide range of
artists.
Organised by Rachael Morrison, Senior Library Assistant
and Lori Salmon, Library Assistant, MoMA Library.
www.moma.org/visit/calendar/exhibitions/1432
http://momareadinglist.tumblr.com
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Ghost Chairs by Kate Castelli

Exhibition of Handmade Artists’ Books by the
Santa Fe Book Arts Group
New Mexico Capitol Rotunda Gallery
Until 13th December 2013
Curated by Dr. Cynthia Sanchez, Executive Director, Capitol
Art Foundation. New Mexico Capitol Rotunda Gallery
Paseo de Peralta and Old Santa Fe Trail, Santa Fe, New
Mexico. Gallery open Monday - Friday, 9am - 5pm
www.nmcapitolart.org www.santafebag.org
The Art of the Book
Lower Link Gallery , The Central Library of Rochester
and Monroe County, USA
Until 5th January 2014
The Rochester Public Library is holding a juried exhibition
of book art, called “The Art of the Book”, which is on display
in the Lower Link Gallery of the Central Library until
5th January 2014.

The book is an enduring symbol of knowledge and freedom,
two basic components of all public libraries in the world.
For centuries, books have played a significant role in
world history, recording not only the history itself, but
also inciting history-making events and keeping people
informed of what transpires in the world around them.
Books can be many things, from simple blocks of text
bound together, to lushly illustrated stories, to handsomely
bound and printed volumes. They can be well-thumbed
paperbacks; dog-eared, much-loved hardcovers; or delivered
wirelessly to an 8-inch screen. Books can be read and
savoured alone and in silence, or they can be cherished and
read aloud. In all their forms, books are magical things, and
the ‘Art of the Book’ is intended to showcase all that magic.
Some of the winning entries can be viewed online at:
http://www3.libraryweb.org/artofthebook.aspx
The Central Library of Rochester and Monroe County
115 South Ave, Rochester, NY 14604, USA.
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Book Hive
Bristol Central Library, Bristol, UK
7th December 2013 – 7th March 2014
Bristol’s Central Library hosts Book Hive, a large-scale
interactive sculpture of books celebrating 400 years of public
libraries in the city. It is funded by Arts Council England
and designed and developed by Bristol-based creative
robotics experts Rusty Squid (http://rustysquid.org.uk).
The group has already developed a fully-working prototype
at their Spike Island workshops. This has been amusing
customers during testing at Easton’s Junction 3 library.
Bristol Central Library, College Green, Bristol BS1 5TL, UK
http://www.bristol.gov.uk/page/leisure-and-culture/centrallibrary
Chris Kenny
England & Co Gallery, London, UK
Until 7th December
In his recent series of collage-constructions, British artist
Chris Kenny re-imagines elements of 20th century art using
ephemeral found materials. He revisits subjects from the old
masters and celebrates classic modernist form aiming “to
make the transcendence and absolutism of the avant-garde
more tangible, intimate and domestic”.

Books have long been both source and subject for Chris
Kenny. For many years, he has produced miniature books
inspired by ‘found’ titles, most recently in a series of “Cubist
Books” that draw from Picasso and Juan Gris.
England & Co Gallery, 90-92 Great Portland St, London
W1W 7NT, UK. www.englandgallery.com
A Human Document: Selections from the Sackner Archive
of Concrete and Visual Poetry
Pérez Art Museum Miami, USA
4th December 2013 – 25th May 2014
Pérez Art Museum Miami (PAMM) presents an extensive
selection of works from the Miami-based collection of
Ruth and Marvin Sackner. Founded in 1979, this “archive
of archives” initially focused on concrete and visual
poetry—including rare manuscripts and published works
by international luminaries such as Augusto and Haroldo
de Campos, Oyvind Fahlström, and Eugen Gomringer.
The collection subsequently grew to encompass a broad
array of historic and contemporary works that synthesize
word and image. Rooted in the early to mid-20th-century
European avant-garde, the collection provides a unique lens

through which to examine the foundational movements
of modernism, including Italian Futurism, Russian
Constructivism, Bauhaus, De Stijl, Dada and Lettrisme,
among others. The Sackners’ contemporary holdings are
also expansive, with special strengths in artists’ books and
“assemblings” (limited-edition groupings of materials by
numerous contributors), as well as various subgenres such
as typewriter art, performance poetry and micrography
(abstract or representational designs comprised of
minuscule lettering). The exhibition begins with a rare, 1897
publication of “Un Coup de des” (A Throw of the Dice), by
Stéphane Mallarmé, which is considered one of the first true
examples of concrete poetry, and it includes hundreds of
objects spanning more than a century of creative expression.

Di Carta/Papermade is organised by the Schio Municipality
and curated by Valeria Bertesina. It’s an ample collective
exhibition of works made of paper, divided in 3 categories:
art prints, artists’ books and installation art. The exhibition
will host 79 artists, both Italian and international.

http://www.pamm.org/exhibitions/human-documentselections-sackner-archive-concrete-and-visual-poetry
http://www.pamm.org
Di Carta/Papermade
International biennial exhibition of works made of paper.
Palazzo Fogazzaro, Schio (VI), Italy
21st December 2013 – 22nd February 2014
Paper, paper and nothing but paper. Instead of paintings,
marble, wood, videos or performances. The paper, “poor”
material and vehicle of culture par excellence, is the
leitmotiv of this exhibition.

Image above: Peter Ford

Image above: Li Chen

Like canvas or material to be manipulated and transformed
into a work of art, paper creates inspiration, is dressed in
emotion, is filled with meaning. Artists from 29 countries.
Different cultural and stylistic backgrounds, different
artistic languages meet and converse to colour and give
substance to the landscapes of imagination. Artists’ books,
prints, installation art. Variety and leitmotiv in the name
of paper. The exhibition, charming and diverse, takes place
in Palazzo Fogazzaro in Schio, in an area, the territories
north of Vicenza, that boasts, besides the well-known textile
industries, a dynamic history of paper mills and the print of
valued incunabula.
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Artists: Hiroko Akasaka, Marina Bancroft, Manuela
Bedeschi, Charles Beneke, Maria Pina Bentivenga,
Guillermo Berman, Valeria Bertesina, Sergio Bigolin, Dare
Birsa, Sarah Bodman, Nedda Bonini, Marie Christine
Bourven, Sandro Bracchitta, Lukas Bradacek, Jiri Brazda,
Giovanni Buosi, Mirta Caccaro, Vito Capone, Angela
Caporaso, Daniela Cataldi, Ferdinando Coloretti, Angelica
De Guglielmi, Ariel De Guglielmi, Edvin Dragicevic,
Farrel Mary Farrel, Altina Felicio, Marco Ferrari, Manuela
Filiaci, Peter Ford, Antonio Freiles, Jose Fuentes, Judith
Ghashghaie, Oscar Gillespie, Chiara Giorgetti, Fabio
Guerra, Caroline Halford, Sean Hanrahan,Valgerdur
Hauksdottir, Victor Manuel Hernandez, Valeriu Herta,
Cvetka Hojnik, Mary Holland, Terhi Hursti, Aya Imamura,
Sanna Jarvela, Marianne Keating, Kalina Kralena Hristova,
Joanna Latka, Liviana Leone, Margherita Levo Rosemberg,
Chen Li, Mirco Luzzi, Vittorio Manno, Fernando
Masone, Zdravko Micanovic, Zeljka Micanovic, Octavian
Micleusanu, Denise Mingardi, Ibrahim Miranda, Elena
Molena, Giovanbattista Nitti, Ming Ming, John O’brien,
Hilda Paz Levozan, Vincenzo Piazza, Pino Polisca, Teresa
Pollidori, Fernando Rea, Maria Reina Salas, Angelo Rizzelli,
Miran Sabic, Concha Saez, Lucio Scortegagna, Ana Sladetic,
Florin Stoiciu, Natalia Tamayo, Rocco Tamble’, Bich Thuy To
Tran, Marina Vidali.
http://dicartapapermade.wix.com/dicartapapermade
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Jan Voss: Square One
Galerie & Edition Marlene Frei, Zürich
Until 16th January 2014

Metacognitive Artefacts
Galerie Nadine Feront, Brussels, Belgium
Opening 5th December, 6-9 pm
Exhibition continues until 1st February 2014
To conclude its 2013 Programme, the Galerie Nadine Feront
presents two solo shows, Emmanuel Dundic (BE) and
Christina Mitrense (GR) meeting each other in a reflection
on the forms of knowledge and the reconfiguration of its
modes of transmission. Focusing on books in particular
as a symbol and tangible medium of this process, both
artists explore the limits of this form, challenge its integrity,
to perhaps better demonstrate the stakes involved in the
dematerialization of knowledge through the development
of information technology.
Known for his rigorous conceptual work, Emmanuel
Dundic here develops further a formal installation logic
and invites the viewer to see and apprehend differently the
signs of a common heritage: law books, sacred books and
literary books. Through discrete and precise interventions,
he proposes a work that is both detached and poetic,
which strips objects bare in order to bring out their
essential nature.

An exhibition by Jan Voss of Boekie Woekie. Image above:
Looking for a title by Jan Voss. Closing event: 16th January,
2014. 5pm - 8pm. On this occasion Jan Voss will present
“Het Andre Behr Pamflet”.
Zwinglistrasse 36 (Hof), CH-8004 Zürich.
Tel: +41 (0)44 291 20 43
www.marlenefrei.com
Déclinent les talismans de René CHAR
Two-person show: Fernanda Fedi and Gino Gini
Galerie Quadrige, Nice, France
6th December 2013 – 4 January 2014
Fernanda Fedi and Gino Gini
present an exhibition of objects
created in reference to works by
René Char, called “talismans.”
Four Italian and French writers
were invited by the two artists
to produce texts, around René
Char: Ivan Croce, Amedeo
Anelli, Mauro Carrera and Alain
Freixe. Each of them brings
a book - a “double Museum
Pocket”. Opening event,
5th December 6.30pm
Galerie Quadrige, 14 av. Pauliani, 06000 Nice, France.
www.galerie-quadrige.com

Christina Mitrense, a multidisciplinary artist based in
London presents new works from her ‘Add To My Library’
project, an international and ever-expanding installation
that is, in itself, a poignant metaphor for the transformation
of our relationship to knowledge. Through the large
scale ‘Museum drawing series’, and the complete series of
‘Wounded Books’ (image above) – books literally shot with
a rifle -, Mitrense chooses to surprise the viewers. A limited
edition print has been created to accompany the exhibition.
Throughout the exhibition, the gallery will also host a series
of artist readings on knowledge within the framework of its
Basement Project.
Open: Thurs - Fri - Sat 14:00 - 18:00 or by appointment
Galerie Nadine Feront, 32 rue Saint-Georges, 1050
Bruxelles, Belgium. www.nadineferont.com
FUTURA. Curated by Larissa Galler
Choisi – one at a time, Lugano, Switzerland
Until 24th December 2013
Choisi - one at a time opens a new non-profit space in
Lugano that hosts contemporary art exhibitions and events,
placing special attention on works created with and on
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paper, in all its forms. The exhibition space is located inside
the Artphilein Editions bookstore, a shop dedicated to
contemporary artist’s books, independent publishers, selfpublishing, limited editions, multiples and photographic
books. A carefully selected assortment of international art
magazines will be available in the reading corner, where
visitors may also participate in book-crossing, in our
Libri in Movimento section, by exchanging one of their
own books.

jazz improvisation inspired by Alcaraz and Sdun’s work,
recorded at Stepasound studios. On the occasion of the
exhibition Artphilein Editions SA will publish the catalogue
Futura, which includes texts by Susanne Lang, Angela
Madesani and Sergio Polano.
Exhibition and bookstore opening hours:
Thursday and Friday from 11am to 6.30pm, Saturday from
11am to 4pm, or by appointment.
December special openings: Sunday 15th, Sunday 22nd and
Tuesday 24th December, from 11am to 4pm
Choisi - one at a time, via Ferruccio Pelli 13, Lugano 6901
Switzerland. contact@choisi.info www.choisi.info

All of the exhibitions held at Choisi – one at a time will
be characterised by presentations of one artwork at a
time, and will be accompanied by research, analysis
and documentation. The idea to present single works is
motivated by our desire to focus on the artistic process that
guides artists in the creation of their works, and to involve
and incline the public toward contemporary art and artist’s
books.
For its first exhibition Choisi - one at a time will host the
Artphilein Foundation, presenting one of the works from
its collection and thus beginning a collaboration that will
continue over time.
Futura, curated by Larissa Galler, will exhibit the artist’s
book Die Kunst der Typographie by Antonio Alcaraz and
Emilio Sdun, published in 2010, a reinterpretation of the
eponymous volume by Paul Renner that was written in
1939 and published the following year; it is an homage to
a master of the graphic design of the twentieth-century, to
the designer the Futura font, in addition to others, which is
still up-to-date and widely in use today. The book originated
from a workshop held by the two artists at the Hessisches
Museum in Darmstadt, Germany, an institution dedicated
to the art printing and the typographic arts.
The exhibition will be accompanied by music that is a result
of the collaboration between the Jazzy Jams association
in Lugano and the ensemble Jazz in Bess, which created a
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Naomi Sultanik
AS220 Project Space, The Reading Room, Rhode Island
6th - 31st December 2013
Open Weds - Fri 1-6.pm Sat noon - 4pm and by
appointment. www.as220.org/about/contact/
Binding Desire: Unfolding Artists Books
Ben Maltz Gallery at Otis College of Art and Design, USA
25th January - 30th March 2014
Binding Desire: Unfolding Artists Books is a group exhibition
featuring approximately 120 works from OTIS Millard
Sheets Library’s Special Collection of 2,100 artists’ books
dating from the 1960s to the present. The Otis Artist’s Book
Collection is one of the largest in Southern California. It
houses a wide range of works representing every genre of
artists’ books by such luminaries as Vito Acconci, Joseph
Beuys, and Ed Ruscha, as well as significant works from
major centres of production like Beau Geste Press, Paradise
Press, Printed Matter, Red Fox Press, and Women’s Studio
Workshop. A foundational strength of the collection is its
holdings of artists’ books made in the 1960s and 1970s. The
exhibition also includes a reading room showcasing new
work produced by OTIS students in the Fall 2013 semester.  
Artists featured in Binding Desire: Kim Abeles, Sally Alatalo,
Another Brooklyn chapbook/Julia Hall, Ant Farm, Emily
Artinian, Molly Barker, Michael Bartalos, Carol June
Barton, Larry Bell, Barbara Bloom, Sarah Bryant, David
Bunn, Chris Burden, Macy Chadwick and Lisa Onstad,
Macy Chadwick, Rebecca Chamlee and Paul Vangelisti,
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Rebecca Chamlee and Barbara Maloutas, Julie Chen, Julie
Chn and Clifton Meador, C&C Press/ Matt Cohen and Sher
Zabaszkiewicz, Critical Art Ensemble, Joyce Cutler-Shaw,
Johanna Drucker, Mary Beth Edelson, Sam Erenberg, Carol
Es, Daniel Essig, Eugene Feldman, Fly, Charles Henri Ford,
Annette Gates and Cynthia Lollis, Cheri Gaulke, Cheri
Gaulke and Sue Maberry, Conrad Gleber, Fred Hagstrom,
Karen Hanmer, Romano Hänni, George Herms, Dick
Higgins, Tatana Kellner, Ronald King, Susan E. King, Ellen
Knudson, Karen Kunc, Ken Leslie, Paul Etienne Lincoln,
Margo Lovejoy, Scott McCarney, Paul McCarthy, Marshall
McLuhan, Clifton Meador, Bruce Nauman, Katherin Ng,
Bonnie Thompson Norman, Robert Oberhand, Dain Olsen,
Dennis Oppenheim, Laura Owens, Gary (Gars) Panter,
Werner Pfeiffer, Amy Pirkle, Amy Pirkle and Billy Collins,
Arnoldo Pomodoro, Rachel Rosenthal, Sue Ann Robinson,
Dieter Rot, Edward Ruscha, Niki de Staint Phalle, David
Sandlin, Wilbur “Chip” Schilling, Carolee Schneemann,
Anat Shalev, Buzz Spector, Annie Sprinkle, Jana Sim,
Alexis Smith and Amy Gerstler, Jessica Spring, David
Stairs, Gary Sweeney, Jennifer Tee, Barbara Tetenbaum,
Barbara Tetenbaum and Marilyn Zornado, Beth Thielen and
Katherine Ng, Fred Tomaselli, Rae Trujillo, Jeffrey Vallance,
Kara Elizabeth Walker, Laurie Whitehill Chong, Pamela
Wood, Jeannie Meejin Yoon, and Philip Zimmermann.  

Communication Arts; Meg Linton, Director of Galleries
and Exhibitions; Sue Maberry, Director of the Library and
Instructional Technology; Barbara Maloutas, Associate
Chair, Communication Arts; and JT Steiny, Senior Lecturer
in Illustration. Additional project advisors and partners
include Guy Bennett, Professor in OTIS Liberal Arts and
Sciences and Grad Writing; Kathleen Walkup, Professor
and Book Art Program Head, Mills College, CA; and artist
Susan E. King. This project is funded in part by The Gladys
Krieble Delmas Foundation and campus project partners
include OTIS Millard Sheets Library, Liberal Arts and
Sciences, Lab Press, Communication Arts, Continuing
Education, and Graduate Writing.
www.otis.edu/benmaltzgallery
galleryinfo@otis.edu
HEIDE FASNACHT “Little Murders”
Qbox gallery, Athens, Greece
Until 28th December 2013
Qbox gallery is pleased to present Little Murders, the second
solo show in Greece of the New York based, American artist
Heide Fasnacht (b.1951, Ohio, USA). The artist has
been working on an ongoing project that concerns the
political destruction of art and culture.
In Little Murders, Fasnacht transforms the gallery space into
her personal studio-research room, where the spectator is
welcomed to explore the artist’s creative process. A jumble
of drawings, photographs, collages, models and installations
depict the damage of archeological sites, monuments,
crafts and books from all over the world. Specifically, the
installation “Little Murders” is an image of a sculpture from
the historically significant site of Hatra, in Iraq. During the
Iraq War, this figure was destroyed along with many
sites and artifacts that were exposed to damage and looting
due to directly or indirectly Western military intervention.

Julie Chen, Radio Silence, 1995, Collection of Millard Sheets
Library, Otis College of Art and Design

Binding Desire is organised by the Ben Maltz Gallery at
Otis College of Art and Design with the curatorial council
of the following OTIS staff and faculty: Cathy Chambers,
Assistant Director of the Library; Rebecca Chamlee,
Associate Professor in Book Arts; Linda Dare, OTIS
Lab Press Manager; Jeseca Dawson, 2012-14 Curatorial
Fellow; Nancy Jo Haselbacher, Associate Professor in
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In addition, the artist exhibits a series of drawings that
unveil acts of bibliocide. These images are culled from
photo-documents of book burnings during “Operacion
Claridad” in Argentina, manuscript burnings in Tibet by
the Chinese, comic book burnings in the USA, among many
others. Moreover, Fasnacht reinforces the act of violation
through her collages, where she attaches 3-D vacuum
shapes, similar to bomb craters, to the landscape of attacked
countries, such as Afghanistan and Vietnam. These cultural
extinctions and distortions are poorly documented, which
means they have led to a subsequent erasure from collective
memory. Little Murders resurrect the history and the
archive of such architectural sites and bear witness to the life
of these artworks and artefacts.
Armodiou 10, 1st floor, Varvakeios agora, Athens, Greece.
Tel: +30.211.1199.991. www.qbox.gr
info@qbox.gr
Sharon Kivland “Femmes Folles De Leur Corps”
Galerie Bugdahn und Kaimer, Düsseldorf
Until 18th January 2014
Sharon Kivland is an American citizen (born in Germany)

and lives and works in London and France. Apart from her
activities as an artist, writer and curator, she also engages
in theoretical investigations, both teaching as Reader in
Fine Art at Sheffield Hallam University and as a Research
Associate of the Centre for Freudian Analysis and Research
in London. She has exhibited widely in Europe and North
America.
Sharon Kivland investigates the systems of order governing
our live, which complement, overlap and contradict one
another while undergoing periods of change continually.
Spheres language, gender, time/space, art, philosophy,
politics, nature, history, economy are involved in her
address. “Femmes folles de leur corps” is her third solo show
at Galerie Bugdahn und Kaimer, following “L’autre Corps”
(2003) and “Reisen” (2009). A central theme of the current
exhibition is the identity of women, bodies, and affect.
In a footnote in “Capital”, chapter 2: The Process of
Exchange, Karl Marx writes: ‘In the twelfth century [...],
very delicate things often appear among these commodities.
Thus a French poet [Guillot de Paris] of the period
enumerates among the commodities to be found in the fair
of Lendit, alongside clothing, shoes, leather, implements of
cultivation, skins, etc., also ‘femmes folles de leur corps’. The
English translator translates this as ‘wanton women’; the
artist prefers to translate this as ‘women crazy about their
body’.
Gallery hours Tues – Fri 12 noon – 6 pm, Saturday 12 noon
– 4 pm, and by appointment. Galerie Bugdahn und Kaimer
Heinrich-Heine-Allee 19 & Neustrasse 12, 40213 Düsseldorf
http://bugdahnundkaimer.com

Out of Print Winter Exhibition
Albany Public Library, Pine Hills Branch, USA
Until 29th March 2014
APL presents “Out of Print,” an exhibition of work in a
variety of mediums from artists that respond to the material
qualities of books or use the book format as inspiration for
new physical forms.
Albany Public Library, Pine Hills Branch, 517 Western
Avenue, Albany, NY, USA
www.albanypubliclibrary.org
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Two exhibitions at the Cabinet du Livre d’Artiste
Université Rennes, France:
TAROOP & GLABEL - sur papier
Until 16th January 2014
Dieter Roth
23rd January - 20th March 2014
Opening event on 23rd January.
On the occasion of the retrospective exhibition of works by
Dieter Roth at FRAC Bretagne (14th December 2013 – 9th
March 2014), the CLA presents an exhibition devoted to the
multiple collaborations of Dieter Roth in the areas of prints
and music. With works by, amongst others: Jan Voss, Robert
Filliou, herman de vries, Dorothy Iannone, Arnulf Rainer,
Daniel Spoerri, Richard Hamilton and Eugen Gomringer.
Cabinet du Livre d’Artiste
Université Rennes 2 - Campus Villejean
Place du recteur Henri Le Moal
CS 24307 - 35043 Rennes cedex
Bâtiment Erève RDC, France.
http://www.incertain-sens.org
Continuum of the Repair: the Light of Jacob’s Ladder
A new installation by Kader Attia
Whitechapel Gallery, London
Until November 2014
On 26th November the Whitechapel Gallery unveiled a new
site-specific commission by French Algerian artist Kader
Attia. The work revisits the biblical story of Jacob’s ladder
with a towering floor to ceiling structure of rare artefacts
and books that will fill the lofty spaces of the Gallery.
Hidden inside this library is a cabinet of curiosities filled
with items from old scientific measuring devices to books
by authors such as the philosopher Descartes and biologist
Alfred Russel Wallace. At the centre of the work, a beam
of light shines up to a mirrored ceiling creating an infinity
reflection in an evocation of the tale which describes
prophet Jacob’s vision of angels ascending from earth to
heaven.
Kader Attia’s multi-media installations reflect on
anthropology, politics and science and are rooted in history
and archival research. His works explore ideas around
identity in an age of globalisation and are informed by the
experience of growing up between Algeria and the Parisian
suburbs, and later living in the Democratic Republic of
Congo and Venezuela.  
Continuum of the Repair: the Light of Jacob’s Ladder (2013),
is on display until November 2014 in Gallery 2, a dedicated
space for site-specific works of art. It is the result of an indepth engagement with a space that is steeped with history
as the reading room of a former library. The commission
looks at the idea of books and objects as receptacles of
history, continuously carrying memories with them.
The installation is the latest chapter in Kader Attia’s research
into the concept of repair, which he sees as an underlying
principle of development and evolution in science and
religion. As Attia says ‘the biggest illusion of the Human
Mind is probably the one on which Man has built himself:
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the idea that he invents something, when all he does is
repair.’ This concept began with Attia’s work The Repair from
Occident to Extra Occidental Cultures (2012), presented at
the international art survey dOCUMENTA (13), Kassel,
Germany. In the last year, he has examined repair in
relation to both nature and culture at a solo exhibition at
KunstWerke, Berlin (2013), and for the Whitechapel Gallery
commission he takes science and religion as his central
focus.
Admission free. Visitor Information Opening times:
Tuesday – Sunday, 11am – 6pm, Thursdays, 11am –
9pm. Whitechapel Gallery, 77 – 82 Whitechapel High
Street, London E1 7QX. Nearest London Underground
Station: Aldgate East, Liverpool Street, Tower Gateway
DLR. T + 44 (0) 20 7522 7888. whitechapelgallery.org
COVER ARTIST FOR THIS ISSUE OF THE BAN:
Mother Deer - Rebecca Weeks
Drawing on childhood themes and memories I make
‘mindflow’ books; hand drawn and coloured books in which
I invent new characters and incorporate existing ones into
my own world. Recently remembering I had drawn a deer in
my first mindflow book around Christmas, I returned to the
iconic Disney character of Bambi but mixed it in with the
character of Little Red Riding Hood. Christmas, apart from
being exciting can also be a time of abandonment, loneliness
and grief for many people.

Artphilein Editions
Artphilein Foundation is pleased to announce the creation
of Artphilein Editions, our new in-house publishing
division dedicated to the promotion and publication
of artists’ books in both limited and multiple editions.
Artphilein Foundation | Kirchstrasse 33 - 9490 Vaduz |
http://artphilein.org
Choisi – One at a time
Moreover, Artphilein Editions is opening a bookstore in
Lugano dedicated to art publications and works on paper
– making a wide selection available to the public. In the
same space you will also find Choisi – One at a time, a
cultural association whose principal supporters are the
Artphilein Foundation and Gianfranco and Catherine de
Pietri. Choisi – One at a time will also present Artphilein
Foundation’s new exhibition series of singular works, which
will be chosen from the permanent collection on a rotating
basis, and will occasionally include loaned works from other
institutions. www.choisi.info
What a great gift!
For the crafty person in your life, LCBA is offering
bookbinding tool kits in the shop. The LCBA Bookbinding
Tool Kit includes all the tools that every new bookbinder
needs, an LCBA 100% organic cotton tote bag, and comes
housed in a gift box.

The Mother Deer prints are simple line drawings printed
in blue from carbon paper and additional red Copic
marker pen. The characters are what they are in my
head, sometimes lost and lonely, sometimes hopeless,
sometimes hopeful. Just like life really. Rebecca Weeks
rebeccaweeksart@yahoo.co.uk

ANNOUNCEMENTS
From Angie Butler:
I WANT YOU! A survey in letterpress and artists’ books
I am a currently working on a research project investigating
letterpress within artists’ books practice as a PhD student at
the Centre For Fine Print Research at the University of the
West of England. In the following few months I am carrying
out a survey and am interested in gaining information from
both letterpress practitioners, and letterpress practitioners
who make artists’ books.
This research intends to examine how we learn to design
and create artists’ books through letterpress. To gain an
understanding of how contemporary book artists teaching
letterpress has influenced what is produced in the field, and
how this relates back into studio and private press practice.
I would be very grateful for your participation!
www.smartsurvey.co.uk/s/90835JNRMW

The tool kit can also be purchased along with a voucher for
an Introduction to Bookbinding workshop. Order online at
londonbookarts.eventbrite.co.uk
Or, what about a gift of LCBA membership?
“It’s great to finally have a place like LCBA in London”
Christine, LCBA studio member
We’re
beyond
thrilled at
what we’ve
been able to
accomplish
in our first
year, none of
which would
have been
possible
without
the generosity of our Friends. We have exciting plans for
LCBA in 2014. Please support our mission of teaching and
promoting book arts in the UK with a Friend of LCBA
membership for £40 - or sign up by Direct Debit for the
reduced fee of £35. londonbookarts.eventbrite.co.uk
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Friends of LCBA are entitled to discounts on all workshops
and classes at the Centre for a whole year.
Thank you, from all at LCBA.
http://londonbookarts.tumblr.com
An Encyclopaedia of Everything Turns 150 books
Cheryl Penn
An Encyclopaedia of Everything has now turned 150 books.
This body of work is increasingly becoming the site for
research into trans-disciplinary, collaborative art practice.
The very nature of the variety of books also questions the
traditional notions of The Book through the way artists have
interrogated this small format. What is very interesting too
is the alternate body of knowledge being produced in an
interpretative way by artists.
Participants have contributed from many countries around
the world, for a list of contributors and images of books
received to date, visit:
http://an-encyclopedia-of-everything.blogspot.com
For a full list of participants to date see:
http://an-encyclopedia-of-everything.blogspot.co.uk/
search?q=turns+150

Members of the Puget Sound Book Artists attending the Art at
Work party with the AMOCAT Award for community outreach.
From left to right; Deborah Greenwood, An Gates, Jan Ward, Lily
Richmond, Amy Ryken, Randi Kander, Jane Carlin, Holly Senn,
Rochelle Monner. Photo: Mark Hoppmann
Below: From Left to Right: City of Tacoma Deputy Mayor Marty
Campbell, PSBA Vice-President Jane Carlin, PSBA President
Rochelle Monner, and City of Tacoma Mayor Marilyn Strickland
Photo: Property of the City of Tacoma

Puget Sound Book Artists win AMOCAT Award!
On October 28th, the Puget Sound Book Artists were
honoured by Mayor Strickland and the City of Tacoma with
the 2013 AMOCAT (that’s Tacoma spelled backwards for
the anagramatically challenged) Award for Community
Outreach at the annual Art at Work Party in Tacoma,
Washington.

publishers, typographers, illustrators, poets, educators,
papermakers, administrators and more, each artists in their
own right who are dedicated to enlightening the world of
the art of the book. Congratulations Puget Sound Book
Artists! Let’s keep doing what we do best!
http://blogs.pugetsound.edu/pugetsoundbookartists/
COURSES, LECTURES & WORKSHOPS

Their simple mission statement, “…to further the
knowledge, practice and understanding of the art of the
book by means of educational activities including but not
limited to exhibits, lectures, and workshops. “ only just
begins to describe the dedication and commitment of its
members in promoting the book arts. The strength of their
commitment lies not in numbers but in their diversity.
Who are the Puget Sound Book Artists?
They are printers, librarians, journalists, artists, writers,
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BINDING re:DEFINED
These Wiltshire based workshops focus on innovative
structures for use on all types of books. Lunch and materials
are included.
We have an eclectic programme for 2014 with something
for everyone.
Please visit the website or email for details and costs.
www.bookbindingworkshops.com
bookbindingworkshops@gmail.com
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character. In this one day workshop you will learn the basics
of the structure by completing a full-cloth binding.
Basic experience required.

Sewing on Rods
Peter Jones • February 8 - 9 • Marden • £150
Developed by Peter Jones, this is a visually striking binding
with an exposed spine. Individual rods of wood, metal or
plexiglass are secured to the back fold of each section by
means of a series of knotted hitches formed during the
sewing. The rods are then aligned and fastened together
before the boards are attached. Various ways to treat the
spine and to make up the boards will be explained and
demonstrated. Bookbinding experience required.

Carousel Pop - Up
Paul Johnson • April 3 - 4 • Marden • £150
Taking the four seasons as our theme we make a four
spread, pop-up carousel book. This movable book is as
popular today as it was in the Nineteenth Century. We
see it ‘in the round’ - a 360-degree structure with all the
magic of the Victorian fairground carousel. It is made from
interlocking units and joints – there are no folds. A must for
beginners and experienced book artists alike.
Paul Johnson won first prize in the Complete Book section
of The Society of Bookbinders International Bookbinding
Competition in 2013. The structure of his prizewinning
book was a carousel pop-up with sculptural cover and spine.

Chinese Thread Book
Lori Sauer • February 21 • Marden • £80
Made by minority ethnic groups in China’s Guizhou
Provence, these books are used to hold threads, scraps of
paper and fabric, photos, household receipts and other
bits of ephemera. It is an ingenious domestic filing system
that holds an astonishing number of things in its folding
compartments. The topmost pockets are decorated with
painted patterns and the outside is often covered in fabric
with a simple string tie. This workshop focuses on the
making of a book with 15 compartments in khadi handmade paper. No experience required.
Dos Rapporté
Benjamin Elbel •
March 16 • Marden
• £80
The dos rapporté
binding (French
for hooked-on
spine) is a special
spine construction
which provides the
book with a very
flat opening as
well as an elegant
and contemporary
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Modified Sewn Board
Lori Sauer • April 10 - 11 • Marden • £150
Originally developed by conservator Gary Frost, this is a
versatile binding that uses very little adhesive, opens flat and
lends itself to many design options. As its name suggests,
the ‘boards’ are made up of a laminate of paper and thin
board that are sewn on at either end of the text-block. It
has unsupported sewing, a sound construction and offers
a refreshing change from other styles of binding. This
modification, developed by the tutor, has a wooded spine
secured by the sewing supports.
Bookbinding experience required.
www.bookbindingworkshops.com
bookbindingworkshops@gmail.com

As well as equipping you with technical knowledge, the
course will challenge you to explore narrative, sequencing,
text & image, the relationship between form and content
and how you can use the book form to interrogate and push
your own practice and ideas.
The course will also bring in a number of guest tutors to
give hands-on introductions to various non-digital printing
methods, including risograph, letterpress, silk-screen and
relief printing to help you develop and realise the ideas that
connect the form and content of your books.
The course will be tutored on Tuesday evenings between
6.00pm and 9.00pm with an additional 4 hours access to the
workshop throughout the week. [Open hours are Mondays
to Fridays 10am – 5pm plus Thursday evening to 9.00pm
and the last Saturday of every month 11am – 4.00pm.]
All students wanting more than 4 hours access per week
will also be able to ‘top-up’ their hours with usage in the
workshop at any time during open access throughout the
week at the hourly rate.
And save on traveling costs… Benjamin Elbel (London)
now teaches some of his bookbinding structures via Skype
(including the Elbum, the Shrigley, Onion Skin Binding).
Find out more by visiting
http://www.elbel-libro.com/collections/online-workshops
or contact Benjamin by email: benjamin.elbel@gmail.com
Print & Book Binding Workshops @36 Lime Street,
Newcastle, UK, with Theresa Easton
Ideal for beginners and those with some experience
of printmaking or bookmaking, these two-evening
introductory workshops are a great way of making original
books, with a special handmade quality.
Ongoing dates. Price: £55 (including all materials)
http://theresaeaston.wordpress.com
Ouseburn Warehouse Studios & Workshops, 36 Lime Street,
Ouseburn Valley, Newcastle, NE1 2PQ, UK
THE COMPLETE BOOK ARTIST with Sylvia Waltering
Hot Bed Press, Salford, UK
Starting January 2014
New For 2014 this course is aimed at artists looking to
explore and develop ideas through the form of the artist’s
book.
Hot Bed Press is very pleased to announce that we will be
running a year-long course in book arts from January 2014.
Run over 2 terms of 15 weeks this course is aimed at artists
looking to explore and develop ideas through the form of
the artist’s book. The course is not accredited, but students
will ‘graduate’ with a Hot Bed Press certificate in Book Arts.
Throughout the 30 weeks you will develop knowledge of
materials and techniques and will learn how to make a
variety of book structures. These range from simple yet
fascinating structures to more challenging multi-section
hard-bound books. You will also learn how to make a
beautiful clam-shell portfolio box to house some of the
great books you have made on the course.
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The course tutor will be Sylvia Waltering who makes and
publishes books as one half of Battenburg Press. As an artist
she works with a variety of media, including photography,
text, installation and artists’ books and has over ten years’
teaching experience as a lecturer at Manchester School
of Art.  Her books and installation work often involve
domestic objects and (fictional) collections, exploring their
narrative possibilities. Sylvia’s books have been exhibited
internationally and a number of her publications are held
in private and public collections in the UK, Denmark,
Hungary, Australia and the USA.
The cost is £600 per term / £1,200 for the year
Students are required to sign up for the full year, but can
pay in 4 installments of £300. The first payment of £300
secures the place on the course, with further installments of
£300 in January, April, and July 2014, payable by standing
order. Basic materials are included in the fee. Students can
top up their materials/pay for extra materials throughout
the course.
Hot Bed Press, 1st Floor, The Casket Works, Cow Lane,
Salford M5 4NB. Tel: 0161 743 3111.
http://www.hotbedpress.org/news-events/the-completebook-artist/
St Bride Foundation Type Tuesday 10th December Out of the Reading box. An Eye archive night with the
department of Typography & Graphic Communication at
the University of Reading.
All St Bride Foundation events can be booked at:
www.eventbrite.com/org/1404534397
St Bride Foundation
Bride Lane, Fleet St. London EC4Y 8EQ, UK
http://stbride.org
London Centre for Book Arts - Why not create your own
personalised greeting cards for this year’s holidays using
the LCBA facilities?
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BOXES - V boxes with concave and convex forms Milan, 21st-25th February, 2014
Cor Aerssens, Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo
525 EUR materials included
MAKE THE BOX OF YOUR DREAMS - PART 2
Last time the deviant angular boxes were the subject of the
workshop. This time boxes with concave and convex forms
are on the menu.

Letterpress Holiday Cards workshops are open to all
abilities, including beginners, and every participant leaves
with a pack of their own hand printed cards with envelopes.
Workshop dates: 5 December, and 14 December, book a
spot on our Eventbrite page:
http://londonbookarts.eventbrite.co.uk
Some upcoming classes promoted or organised by
Professione Libro
BLIZZARD BOOKS Milan, January 25th, 2014
Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo
100 EUR excluding materials
During this
workshop
we’ll deepen
a particular
kind of
structure,
the so called
“Blizzard
Book”:
devised by
Hedi Kyle
during a
blizzard,
this kind of
folding allows
to create
concertinas
with pockets
to contain and
protect loose
sheets, cards,
tickets and so
on…
By changing the measures and the proportions will be
possible to make variations of the basic model: we will then
make the “Crown Book”, with tabs holding loose double
folded interchangeable sheets, and the “Upside-down”,
bellows container for papers. All this without any glue, any
sewing, any double-sided tape… and almost without cuts.
As usual we will make small format models to have a series
of samples that can be useful for future works.
Professione Libro, Via Angelo Del Bon, 1 - 20158 MILAN.

All kinds of shapes are possible: most of the time the more
difficult part is the construction of the lid. This workshop
will widen your possibilities of making the box of your
dreams,
as always
using
cardboard
and paper.
We will
offer you
two models
to make
during these five days, which have many different details to
learn and practice.
One model is a small ‘teaspoon box’, with a rectangular
base and a lid with a convex top. The other one is a ‘pencil
box’. The base has two straight and two partly convex sides.
The lid has only two straight sides with a complete convex
lid, with a concave shape (a dent) on top for the laying of
writing instruments. Both boxes have convex lids but, once
learned the method of construction, the translation to
concave shapes can be done quickly.
The first idea about the subject of this workshop was “boxes
with round, concave & convex forms in the base or lid”.
We skipped the round forms, because they need a different
approach of building.The two convex boxes we will make,
will already fill up completely the five days of the workshop.
Maybe once there will be a ‘make the box of your dreams
- part 3’. This is an advanced workshop: to follow it
experience in box making is required.
Professione Libro Training Activities and Seminars
Workshops, day classes, individual projects for bookbinding
and restoration. See the website for full details of all courses
on offer. Professione Libro, Via Angelo del Bon, 1, Milan,
MI 20158, Italy. www.professionelibro.it
ITALY - 18-22 April 2014
Rustics Re-visited and Re-elaborated
Marie Catherine Letendre and Lia Malfermoni
Scuola Internazionale di Grafica, Venice, Italy
Marie will introduce students of all levels to the Rustic
letterforms and Lia will have them create a “palimpsest”
using written work and re-elaborated texts.
The workshop runs from Friday afternoon to Tuesday
morning, ending in a visit to a Venetian craftsman. Marie
studied calligraphy in Portand, Oregon and now teaches
at the Marymount School in Rome. Lia is an artist and
teacher specialising in visual communication. Cost of the
four-day course is 240 Euro. Lodgings and meals are the
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responsibility of the student. For full information, write to
Kathy Frate: frate@scuolagrafica.it

Masterclasses at Bookbindery Wilgenkamp
Blokker, Hoorn, The Netherlands
www.boekbinderij-wilgenkamp.nl

PaperLove - Rachel Hazell
PaperLove is a five-week papery adventure, where we
unwrap the possibilities of paper – getting stuck into a
host of creative projects, sharing inspiration, hearing
from people who have made paper love into their careers,
learning about the fascinating history of paper, and
connecting with other paper lovers from around the world.
Join us to discover the delights of PAPER (week 1),
COLLAGE (week 2), WORD (week 3), BOOK (week 4),
MAIL (week 5).

Staple Binding in Stone Veneer (coursecode: SE-1-14),
one place left. Thursday 15 to Saturday 17 May 2014  
In this masterclass Sün Evrard is teaching a conservation
binding she developed, where the secondary sewing is
made of metal loops. The special innovative material
we are going to use for the cover is Stone Veneer. Stone
veneer is the result of an interesting development in laser
cutting. Distributed by an Italian firm it is a 0.2 mm thick
slice of stone lined with a thin fabric. It can be re-lined
with leather or Japanese paper, can be cut, folded or
tooled. Workshop open to participants with bookbinding
experience only.
Date: Thursday 15, Friday 16 and Saturday 17 May 2014
Time: 10.00-16.00. Costs: EUR 375,- incl. lunch, coffee/tea
and basic materials, excl. the materials Sün will provided.
Number of participants: six
Location: Bindery Wilgenkamp
Guest teacher: Sün Evrard (Fr)
Language: English
More information about Sün Evrard:
www.pagesperso-orange.fr/sun.evrard/index.htm

During this online course you will be encouraged to tap
into your own stories, discover the book inside you, get
creative and have fun. The clear step-by-step instructions
will help you confidently create stitched books, gift boxes
and all manner of other papery goodies, while the stories,
images and resources shared will provide a feast of
papery inspiration.
http://paperphilia.co.uk/paperlove/about-the-course/
Paperphilia short creative workshops and retreats
In-person workshops to explore your paper passion
(together with Rachel and chocolate.) Paperphilia teaches
classes all round the world to show what’s possible with
paper; its boundless versatility and accessibility. Rachel
believes in the power of paper; in books, words, collage,
print making and sculpture. Paperphilia courses combine
learning skills such as folding, binding, designing, writing,
illustration, stitch and collage with time and attention.
Contact Paperphilia for a tailor-made quote and scroll
down for specific workshop details.
http://paperphilia.co.uk/paperphilia/workshops/

Proteus Gowanus Goes to MOMA
Proteus Gowanus has been invited by the Museum of
Modern Art to present several workshops at MOMA that
demonstrate our protean process.
Battle Pass - An entertaining, hands-on workshop,
including performances and art-making projects, presented
by the Proteus initiative “Battle Pass,” a collective of artists,
educators and performers who explore the Battle of
Brooklyn. Saturday, December 7th, 12:00 - 3pm.
http://www.moma.org/learn/courses/courses#none
Holiday Fair, December
Saturday and Sunday, December 14 and 15, 12-6pm
Our annual holiday fair is the perfect place to purchase
unique, niche, and off-the-beaten-path gifts for those
hard-to-please folks on your shopping list while supporting
Proteus Gowanus. Art books, snow globes, crafts and
various obscurities.
Proteus Gowanus
543 Union Street, Brooklyn, NY 11215, USA.
http://proteusgowanus.org
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Tue-Mouche bindings ( coursecode: BE-2-14)
Tuesday 25 & Wednesday 26 March 2014
Tue-mouche bindings are semi-flexible bindings in folded
paper, suitable for artist books, conservation bindings or
stationery. The spine construction derives from the ‘dos
rapporte’ binding and offers a flawless opening. In this two
day course, three to four models will be made, exploring
different cover-to-text and cover-to-spine attachments,
as well as different closure systems.The technique offers
very simple and effective design opportunities which will
be pointed out by the tutor. Bookbinding experience is
required.
Date: Tuesday 25 & Wednesday 26 March 2014
Time: 10.00-16.00. Costs: EUR 205,- incl. lunch, coffee/tea,
materials. Number of participants: six
Location: Bindery Wilgenkamp
Guest teacher Benjamin Elbel (Fr)
Language: English, French and German are also possible
Concertina special ( coursecode: BE-4-14), 3 places left
Tuesday 23 & Wednesday 24 September 2014  
In this course students will explore some of the countless
possibilities of the concertina and its use as a book
structure. Four models will be made. Each model will
explore a different aspect of the concertina: 1)the concertina
as a textblock, 2) sewn valleys 3) sewn mountains 4) the
concertina as a holder.
Date: Tuesday 23 & Wednesday 24 September 2014
Time: 10.00-16.00. Costs: EUR 205,- incl. lunch, coffee/tea,
basic materials. Number of participants: six
Location: Bindery Wilgenkamp
Guest teacher: Benjamin Elbel (Fr)
Language: English, French or German are no problem
English leather case bindings (Friday 26 & Saturday 26
September 2014. coursecode: BE-3-14), 5 places left
Learn how to produce beautiful leather bindings which are
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cost-effective and do not compromise on quality. Benefit
from Ben’s experience in top London trade binderies,
including tips on paring and sharpening knives. Two styles
will be made: 1) hard-back and 2) limp binding. For the
hard-back you will need to bring a sewn textblock (details
will be given after signing-up). Everything else will be
provided. Workshop open to participants with bookbinding
experience only.
Date: Friday 26 & Saturday 27 September 2014
Time: 10.00-16.00
Costs: EUR 205,- incl. lunch, coffee/tea, basic materials,
excl. leather. Number of participants: six
Location: Bindery Wilgenkamp
Guest teacher: Benjamin Elbel (Fr)
Language: English, French & German
Limp bindings, 3 places left
Wednesday 22 October to Saturday 25 October 2014
A historical technique that offers creative simplicity and
unlimited possibilities. These styles of bindings were
at times temporary, and provided a means of keeping,
preserving and organizing administrative minutes,
accounts, and other various documents. Techniques
with infinite possible variations of materials, methods,
and structure. Since glue is seldom used, one can easily
combine a number of different materials.  During the class
we will work with different models in Zaansch Bord - a
wonderful handmade paper that is made in the area.  
We will also look into different kinds of fastenings and
make a number of corners.
Date: Wednesday 22, Thursday 23, Friday 24 & Saturday 25
October 2014. Time: 10.00-16.00
Costs: EUR 435,00 included materials & lunch, & exclusive
book by Monica. Number of participants: six
Location: Bindery Wilgenkamp
Guest teacher: Monica Langwe (Sweden)
Language: English
www.bindery-wilgenkamp.com &
boekbinderij-wilgenkamp.nl
Questions: info@boekbinderij-wilgenkamp.nl
Front-fastening Books workshops with Helen Hunt
The Muse, Harold Mews, St. Leonards-on-Sea, UK
Two workshops
on Thursday 5th
December and
Saturday 7th
December
10am- 1pm.
During your threehour workshop
you will learn how
to make two types
of Front-fastening books before concentrating on making
one very individual, finished book. Each workshop lasts
three hours and as well as tuition, all basic materials and
equipment needed are included in the price along with tea/
coffee and a biscuit. Each workshop costs £20.
For more details and to book please contact Helen Hunt.
http://helenhunt.co.uk Telephone: 01424 729861.
helen-hunt@tiscali.co.uk
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OPPORTUNITIES
Work and play with your bone folder…

Genuine bone, horn made folders, hand carved out of farm
raised water buffalo bone.
Medium (5 ½”), Mini (4”) and baby (2 ½ “) sizes.
As you work with them, they ‘ll turn prettier, more
companionable with usage and age.

In your free moments enjoy their slender look and their
beautiful carved designs.
Please check out our website: www.chinocrafts.com
Your email enquiries please: thame2709@gmail.com

			

Call for entries: The Printed Page, an international juried
exhibition of book works and broadsides at Abecedarian
Gallery, Denver, USA
Exhibition dates February 21 - April 5, 2014
Deadline to submit - January 10, 2014
Eligible are any artist’s book works or broadside that include
hand-printed elements. Examples of eligible techniques
include letterpress, intaglio, lithography, relief printing,
pressure printing, monoprint/type, or stencil/silkscreen.
Works may be editioned or unique, sculptural or more
traditionally bound, interactive or passive.
Entries will be co-juried by Aaron Cohick (founder of New
Lights Press + Printer at the Press at Colorado College), and
Jessy Randall (Curator of Special Collections at Colorado
College).
Full details can be downloaded at: http://bit.ly/18LmUit
Or sent via email if you contact the gallery.
www.abecedariangallery.com
alicia@abecedariangallery.com
Call for entries: Artists’ Books Cornucopia V
An international juried exhibition of artists’ book works
at Abecedarian Gallery, Denver, USA
Exhibition dates April 18 - June 7, 2014
Deadline to submit - February 22, 2014
Eligible are any artist book works other than SPOD (Self
Published On Demand such as Lulu, Blurb and so forth).
Books may be editioned or unique, sculptural or more
traditionally bound, interactive or passive. Books that
measure more than 18 inches (closed) or 48 inches (open)
in any dimension are ineligible.

Residency demonstrates the School of Art’s commitment
to practice-based research, offering the opportunity for
an individual to focus intensively on their own work for
a four week period, using the ECA Library artists’ books
collection as inspiration. The Residency is open to national
and international, emerging and established artists, working
in an expanded field.
The book artist Research Resident will be invited to use the
ECA Library artists’ books collection over a period of four
weeks, as inspiration to create a new artist’s book which will
be added to the ECA Library collection on completion of
the Residency, and the Resident will be expected to curate
a display of artists’ books that inspired the new work, from
the ECA Library collection, at the end of the Residency.
In support of the residency, the Research Resident will:
Be awarded a stipend of £1,000 (this includes costs of
materials for making the new artist’s book)
Have reference-only user access to the ECA Library artists’
books collection at ECA Library Evolution House for the
duration of the Residency
Present a workshop or talk, and curate a selection from the
collection as a display in Semester 2
How to apply - Please submit:
Two-page CV, including your name, address, contact details
Reference (one page) in support of your application
Documentation on up to four examples of your previous
work
One-page statement of your interest in the Residency, and
how it will benefit your work
A note of which month you would be available, between
February and May 2014
Applications must be received by 5.00pm, Friday 13th
December 2013. Please note late applications will not be
considered.

Entries will be juried by Luise Poulton, Managing Curator
for the Rare Books Division, Special Collections, J. Willard
Marriott Library, The University of Utah. First prize is a solo
show in Abecedarian Gallery’s Reading Room Spring 2015.
Several purchase awards will also be awarded.

A Selection Panel will meet and the selection will be made
in January 2014. Every endeavour will be made to contact
every applicant in January 2014, however if you have not
heard from ECA by February 2014 you should consider the
application unsuccessful.

Full details can be downloaded at: http://bit.ly/17z8rq2
Or sent via email if you contact the gallery.
www.abecedariangallery.com
alicia@abecedariangallery.com

Please send applications, preferably by email to:
j.furness@ed.ac.uk
Jane Furness, Librarian, Edinburgh College of Art Library,
74 Lauriston Place, Edinburgh EH3 9DF, UK

Applications are invited for a book artist Research
Residency in Artist’s Book Making at ECA Library.
The Residency is supported by the ECA’s School of Art, and
the University of Edinburgh Library & Collections Division
of the University Information Services unit. The residency
will last four weeks, and take place between February
and May 2014, during the ECA’s second semester in the
academic year 2013-14.
Edinburgh College of Art’s mission is to promote critical
inquiry through scholarly research, learning, teaching
and education in creative practice; within this context the
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http://www.ed.ac.uk/schools-departments/edinburghcollege-art/news-events/news/artist-book-maker-residency
Note: The Research Resident in Artists Books will not be
an employee of the University of Edinburgh. Applicants
must themselves undertake to confirm that they are eligible
under UK Borders Agency rules to take up this residency.
We reserve the right to rescind any offer of the residency
should a candidate be unable to satisfactorily prove
UKBA eligibility within two weeks of an offer being made.
Accommodation and transport costs cannot be reimbursed
by ECA and would be the responsibility of the applicant.
No other book production costs can be reimbursed.
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Call for Submissions - 2014 Wiener Library International
Artists’ Book Competition and Exhibition, London
The Wiener Library is holding a competition for works of
art realised in the form of books. The Wiener Library is
Britain’s largest library and archive collecting material about
the Holocaust, its causes and consequences. We are looking
for artistic responses to the Holocaust and other genocides
that engage with the book as a medium of memory and
history. The theme for the competition is Displaced. Altered
book artists have the option to choose from a number of exlibrary books, on a first come, first serve basis. The Wiener
Library International Artists’ Book Prize is open to all.
A jury including distinguished leaders in the field of
book arts will review all submissions and narrow the field
to several finalists. These works will be exhibited in the
Wiener Library Reading Room for 6 weeks and a winner
will be selected on or near World Book Day 2014. The
Wiener Library will produce a digital exhibition from select
competition entries in combination with some of our own
material relevant to the theme.
The Wiener Library was found in 1933 in Amsterdam by Dr
Alfred Wiener the Library has a wealth of material including
document collections, ephemera, periodicals, photographs
and audio-visual testimonies from survivors.
Having moved to London in 1939 the Library now resides at
29 Russell Square, London.
Deadline for entries is January 31, 2014.
All submissions must be made electronically.
Review additional submission guidelines and submit your
work at www.wienerlibrary.co.uk
HUNGER - Online Exhibition at crafthaus.com
January 15 - February 15, 2014
Submission Deadline: December 15, 2013, 9:00 am, PST
With diet as a way of life for many in our culture, we’ve been
taught that one should Eat to Live. We’ve forgotten that
from the 18th through the early 20th century, being fat was
a sign of health, prosperity, and an attraction at a time when
food was scarce and many went hungry.
Hunger, in all its metaphorical forms, is part of our
personal and public conversation. Many of us struggle
with HUNGERS, and yearn for the pleasure of food, love,
possessions, control, sex or POWER.
If your work deals with HUNGER, choose five of your
best shots. Twenty-four works will be selected for an online crafthaus.com exhibition curated by Alice Simpson
to broaden the conversation to include artists’ voices and
visions on the subject of HUNGER.
LET THE CONVERSATION BEGIN!
Work in ALL MEDIA is encouraged. Selected work will
be highlighted for one month at crafthaus.com, and then
become part of Past Online Exhibits. Curator’s selections

will be made based on the relationship of the work to the
theme of HUNGER. Curator: Alice Simpson. Daughter of
legendary eccentric Vaudeville dancer, Simpson’s colorful
and lively works are inspired by performance, music, dance,
and human expression. After a rewarding career as a graphic
designer, illustrator and college adjunct, Alice Simpson is
concentrating on artist books, clay sculpture, and writing
a novel about the Ballroom. She has explored HUNGER
in her sculpture series, “Abundant Beauty,” featured at
ceramicstoday.com Internationally collected and exhibited,
Simpson’s works are in private and Special Collections such
as The Victoria & Albert Museum, Yale, Harvard, UCLA,
and Stanford Universities, and The Lincoln Center Library
for Performing Arts. www.alicesimpson.com
ENTRY INSTRUCTIONS:
You may submit five images: low resolution (72 dpi) sized at
approximately 600-700 pixels.
Subject of email: YOUR LAST NAME_HUNGER
Slides must be titled: YOUR LAST NAME_#1
YOUR LAST NAME_#2
Provide:
• Your name
• Number (#) of the work and Title
• Dimensions in inches: H x W x D
• Materials
• Photographer/Cinematographer
• 30 word description of work’s relationship to subject
of HUNGER
• Email address (Will not be published or shared)
• Website address for link [optional & recommended]
(Work submitted without the above information will NOT
be considered.) Submission Deadline: December 15, 2013,
9:00 am, PST.
Email to: alice [at] alicesimpson [dot] com
Subject of email: YOUR LAST NAME_HUNGER
NOTIFICATION: via email January 1, 2014
ONLINE EXHIBITION at crafthaus.com: January 15 February 15, 2014
DIY Bookmaking Kits
Susan Angebranndt, Green Chair Press
For sale on my website, I have kits for making several
origami fold books: a heart-shaped book that opens like a
pedal, the blizzard & crown books good for holding ACEOs
and other business card-sized pages, and a diamond-fold
book that has a wonderful slinky-like action when opened.
See all my kits by clicking the numbers to the right on the
website: http://www.greenchairpress.com
On my blog, there are directions for a double-fan adhesive
binding (used in paperback books to bind single sheets with
a glued spine) and several variations on the turkish map
fold. http://www.greenchairpress.com/blog/
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The Bibliographical Society of America
2014 Fellowship Programme Announcement
Application Deadline: December 15, 2013
The BSA invites applications for its seventh annual
Katharine Pantzer Senior Fellowship in Bibliography and
the British Book Trades as well as its annual short-term
fellowship program, all of which support bibliographical
inquiry and research in the history of the book trades and in
publishing history. Eligible topics may concentrate on books
and documents in any field, but should focus on the book or
manuscript (the physical object) as historical evidence. Such
topics may include establishing a text or studying the history
of book production, publication, distribution, collecting,
or reading. Thanks to the generosity of donors, certain
special fellowships support research in particular areas of
study. Applicants should therefore read the fellowship titles
and guidelines here to determine project eligibility and fit.
Please note: these fellowships do not support enumerative
bibliography (i.e. the preparation of lists). Individuals who
have not received support in the previous five years will be
given preference. All fellowships require a project report
within one year of receipt of the award, and a copy of any
subsequent publications resulting from the project, to be
sent to the BSA.
Fellowships:
The Senior Katharine Pantzer Fellowship ($6,000);
Supports research in topics relating to book production and
distribution in Britain during the hand-press period as well
as studies of authorship, reading and collecting based on the
examination of British books published in that period, with
a special emphasis on descriptive bibliography.
The BSA-ASECS Fellowship for Bibliographical Studies
in the Eighteenth Century ($3,000); Recipients must be a
member of the American Society for Eighteenth-Century
Studies at the time of the award.
The BSA Fellowship in Cartographical Bibliography
($3,000); Supports projects dealing with all aspects of the
history, presentation, printing, design, distribution and
reception of cartographical documents from Renaissance
times to the present, with a special emphasis on eighteenthcentury cartography.
The BSA-Mercantile Library Fellowship in North American
Bibliography ($2,000). Supports scholarship in North
American Bibliography, including studies in the North
American book trade, production and distribution of North
American books, North American book illustration and
design, North American collecting and connoisseurship and
North American bibliographical history in general.
The Folter Fellowship in the History of Bibliography
($2,000); Supports projects in the history and development
of bibliography and/or the book trade before 1900.
The Katharine Pantzer Fellowship in the British Book
Trades ($2,000); Supports bibliographical inquiry as well as
research in the history of the book trades and publishing
history in Britain.
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The McCorison Fellowship for the History and Bibliography
of Printing in Canada and the United States: the Gift of
Donald Oresman ($2,000).
The Reese Fellowship for American Bibliography and the
History of the Book in the Americas ($2,000).
BSA General Fellowships ($2,000); The Society also offers a
number of unnamed fellowships supporting bibliographical
research as described above.
For full details, see: http://bibsocamer.org/fellows.htm
NOTE: This year the Society has introduced an on-line
application form as a simpler alternative to e-mail or postal
submission:
www.bsafellowships.org/bsa/application_form.php.
This page features fill-in fields for all the information
contained in the traditional application form as well as
buttons for electronically submitting curriculum vitae and
Project Description files. For more information, contact the
Society Secretary at fellowships@bibsocamer.org
http://bibsocamer.org
Call for Entries: Book Power Redux
23 Sandy Gallery, in Portland, Oregon, and the University
of Puget Sound Collins Memorial Library in Tacoma,
Washington, invite artists to participate in Book Power
Redux, an international juried exhibition of book art
focusing on social and political issues. Artists’ books can be
a powerful vehicle for social change and activism. For this
show the jurors have a strong interest in works that shine
a light on some of the most vital issues of our day: race,
diversity, equality, justice, bullying, poverty, civil rights and
more. And, don’t forget we are still at war.
Book artists have a unique opportunity with an accessible,
multi-dimensional, multi-media format that can go beyond
just making things to making things happen. The current
social and political issues listed above are just a few topics
concerned artists can use to raise consciousness, call for
justice or provoke action. This exhibit is open to handmade
book and paper arts related works. Artists’ books, sculptural
books, book objects, altered books, zines, and broadsides
are all encouraged.
Book Power Redux will start at 23 Sandy Gallery and
then travel to Collins Memorial Library at the University
of Puget Sound in Tacoma, and will be featured during a
national conference focused on Race and Pedagogy.
This exhibition will be juried by Jane Carlin, library director
at Collins Library; MalPina Chan, a working artist and
curator; and Laura Russell, owner/director of 23 Sandy
Gallery.
Deadline for entry: March 14, 2014 at Midnight.
A full prospectus and more information can be found here:
www.23sandy.com/bookpower2014/callforentries.html
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Stroud Artists’ Books Group, UK
A shared space for our artists’ books and practice.
We are open to new members. Join us from 11am in
the Stroud Valley Arts Bar at 4, John Street, Stroud,
Gloucestershire GL5 2HA. We will be meeting on
Wednesday 4th December 2013, Wednesday the 8th January
2014 and the first Wednesday of the month thereafter.
If you would like to know more please contact either
Elaine Knight elaineknight93@hotmail.com or
Caroline Reeves c.reeves663@btinternet.com

the workshop will address the role of the writer for digital
platforms. No experience of technology required; this won’t
be a technical session, rather an exploration of form and
content for digital platforms.

PAGES
17th International Contemporary Artist’s Book Fair 2014
PAGES is now inviting submissions for tables for the 17th
International Contemporary Artist Book Fair at The Tetley,
Leeds, UK.

Thursday 5th December 7pm £8 / £10
Tickets via www.birmingham-box.co.uk
Bill Drummond – Keynote Speech (12 Years, 25
Paintings, 100 Questions, & The 17)
Drummond has used various media in his practice
including actions, music and words. His actions too
numerous to list, some more infamous than others; his
music from the multi million selling KLF to the choral
music of The 17; the words have accumulated into a pile of
books.

The event will be held over 3 days; Friday 7th March (69pm), Saturday 8th March (10am-6pm), and Sunday 9th
March (11am-5pm). Submissions will be selected by PAGES
Coordinators John McDowall and Chris Taylor.
The 17th International Contemporary Artists’ Book Fair
forms the core of PAGES, an ongoing project of interrelated
events establishing critical engagement with the medium
of the artists’ book, encouraging production and awareness
and establishing an arena for display and for exchange
between audience and maker.
We are pleased to announce our new partnership with
PSL/The Tetley, a brand new centre for contemporary art
located in Leeds city centre, which opened 28th November
2013. With the past use and present structure of the
building in mind, a series of exhibitions and installations
are also in development alongside the fair, on the themes
of archive and office, stationary and document, marginalia
and cataloguing, and accumulations and inventories. The
2014 event will also incorporate a comprehensive series of
discussions, lectures and forums during the Saturday and
Sunday, and related exhibitions across the city.
All info and prices at:
http://www.curatorspace.com/opportunities/detail/pagesth-international-contemporary-artists-book-fair-/7
ARTIST’S BOOK FAIRS & CONFERENCES
Volume: Birmingham’s Art, Book & Print Fair takes place
in the Library of Birmingham 5-7 December.
A celebration of the very best in independent publishing,
this event will include speakers, panel discussions,
workshops and a fair. The event will open with a keynote
speech from Bill Drummond – BOOKS (12 years, 25
paintings, 100 questions, & The 17).
Programme details:
Thursday 5th December 1pm £3
Tickets via www.birmingham-box.co.uk
Writing for Digital workshop: not losing the plot
Aimed at writers interested in the future of publishing,

Digital Technologies: Opportunities not Threats panel
discussion
Panel discussion exploring experiments with digital
technology and the possibilities they bring to publishing
and writing.
--------

Morag Myerscough with The Highliners
Artist, placemaker and designer of the Discovery Season’s
flagship space The Pavillion – Morag Myerscough will be
presenting an instinctive journey through colours, patterns
and her design practice, accompanied by fellow designer
and collaborator Luke Morgan and his band The Highliners
(including Ginge, former Meteors drummer) creating a
punk rock design performance!
-------Friday 6th December - Panels
An Endless Supply presents In Conversation with Peter
Bilak – discussing his new design magazine and models of
social distribution. 3pm FREE
Activities
Letterpress workshop led by Leicester Print Workshop.
All day, FREE
-------Saturday 7th December - Panels
Grand Union presents Copy Rights – exploring the
concept of originality and the politics of copyright. 11am
FREE
Writing West Midlands presents: Roads to Market –
Examining The Publishing Economy featuring Tindal
Street Press, Alma Books, Nine Arches Press and Inpress
Books. 1pm FREE
Birmingham Zine Festival presents: Make It Then Tell
Everybody – how emerging artists can promote and
distribute what they do. 3pm FREE
Eastside Projects presents The Paperless Stack – featuring
figures from Library of Birmingham and the British Library.
5pm FREE
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Activities
Zine in a Day led by Footprint Workers Co-operative
Roller Printing workshop led by Stephen Fowler
Artist’s Book Surgeries with the Centre for Fine Print
Research
Introduction to Reduction Lino Printing with Birmingham
Printmakers. 10am – 5pm £4 tickets via
www.birmingham-box.co.uk
Performance
The Baskerville Society presents a John Baskerville radio
play reading. 2pm FREE
Friday/Saturday
The Fair – showcasing books, prints and artworks for sale
from an international selection of independent publishers,
printworks, artists and organisations. Friday 6th December
11am-5pm, Saturday 7th December 10am - 5pm.
In residence Haworth + Hayhoe - The Library Project
Haworth + Hayhoe will be installing a miniature interactive
library, running daily bookbinding workshops.
Panels are free but advance booking is essential
Box Office: 0121 245 4455 www.birmingham-box.co.uk
Library of Birmingham, Centenary Square, Broad Street,
Birmingham, B1 2ND, UK.
www.libraryofbirmingham.com
INTERNET NEWS
From Jane Furness, Edinburgh: a recent work by Gerry
Smith a text-based artist, Northern Venetians, a collaborative
electronic literature project.
www.iamatextbasedartist.com/northernvenetians/

Andrew Roth’s Talk at First Site Colchester reported by
Pete Kennedy. http://apulhed.wordpress.com/2013/11/12/
andrew-roths-talk-at-first-site-last-saturday/
A lovely Pinterest site of artists’ books put together by
Helena de la Guardia (Spain) check it out at:
www.pinterest.com/herratica/artist-books/
Re-Breaking the Codex
A video created earlier this year to accompany the
exhibition “Rebound: Dissections and Excavation in Book
Art”, at The Halsey Museum, 2013. The video provides
viewers with a look inside the publication “Doug Beube:
Rebreaking the Codex”. The publication of the 2012
monograph about Doug Beube’s thirty-year practice of
bookwork, collage and mixed media is irreverently altered
by cutting, gouging and collaging the original book.
The aggressive modification of Beube’s own publication is
ironically contemptuous. By surgically cutting into both the
front and backside of “Doug Beube: Breaking the Codex,”
as if it’s an archaeological dig or medical dissection, reveals
the different layers of his artwork. Like the red indices of
a dictionary, for example, that organises the letters of the
alphabet, the thinly sliced pages of Beube’s bookwork reveals
a summary of various colourful chapters and illegible texts.
Not until viewers turn the pages of the book do they see
the interventions between the reproductions, written text,
cut and gouged out pages that disrupts an unhindered
read. The reader is constantly reminded that the surface
of each page is expandable (and expendable) or references
another; it’s not solid, it’s a fluid space. As metaphor, each
oblong cut becomes a ‘hyper-link,’ a subtext to previous and
forthcoming pages.
To view the video visit: http://vimeo.com/67159248
For more information on the exhibition visit:
halsey.cofc.edu/exhibitions/rebound/

From Tom Sowden: The artist who makes pictures with a
typewriter. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-24760538
Paperphilia is brought to you by Rachel Hazell, a book
artist, photographer and writer. Reading, looking and
chocolate are important. She travels frequently in pursuit
of good narrative, finding stories in the simplest things and
reveling in complex repetitive structures (whether natural or
man-made). Saying yes to opportunities arising means her
glass is often more than half full. Rachel likes standing on
top of mountains and singing.
An islomaniac. A seeker of extremities. A bibliophile.
Included in numerous exhibitions and solo shows her work
has come to consist of more site-specific installation that is
minimalist and sculptural, whilst continuing to align with
the literary past.
Having had the good fortune to work in Antarctica, its light
and ice are etched onto her retinas. Describing. Making
sense. Stitching together. Rachel strives to explore the gamut
of paper possibilities. http://paperphilia.co.uk
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Preston is my Paris - The Archive. Adam Murray and
Robert Parkinson began Preston is my Paris in July 2009 as
a photocopied zine with the intention of encouraging the
exploration of Preston as a subject for creative practice.
It is now a multi-faceted project rooted in photography that
includes publications, site-specific installations, live events,
digital applications, education and writing. Our entire
project archive can now be accessed on our brand new
website. www.prestonismyparis.co.uk
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NEW ARTISTS’ PUBLICATIONS
Artist’s Book Yearbook 2014 - 2015
The Artist’s Book Yearbook is now available!
The ABYB is a biennial reference publication focusing on
international activity in the field of book arts. It serves
as a resource for artists, academics, students, collectors,
librarians, dealers, publishers and researchers, in fact
anyone interested in artists’ books.

some of the work that has been produced by these mediums;
and the particular letterpress prints that cross over from
book-art and print-art to that of guerrilla street art.
some undisclosed points of remove. Vicky Falconer reflects
on her experiences working on the site-responsive artists’
books project at Chelsea College of Art & Design Library,
UK, showing publications and mixed-media artworks by
Melanie Counsell, Sara MacKillop, Anne Tallentire, Sabine
Tholen and Joëlle Tuerlinckx
I Appropriate, Therefore I Am. Dr Nola Farman looks at the
artist’s book and its quixotic relationship to the established
order and major genres. Its role is to détourne ideas,
configurations and postures with persistent resonance.
When considered as a form of renewal, appropriation draws
art practice into a non-linear logic that resonates in its
circularity across a number of planes of activity

The 2014-2015 edition has essays, interviews, contributions
and features on / by: Field Study, Abigail Thomas, Reinhard
Grüner, Barbara Tetenbaum, Nathalia King, Tanya Peixoto,
John Bently, David Jury, Women’s Studio Workshop,
Hansjorg Mayer, Gustavo Grandal Montero and Eleanor
Brown, Linda Newington, Angie Butler, Nathalia King,
Barrie Tullett, Craig Atkinson, David Paton, Pete Kennedy,
and more…

S.M.S. Shit Must Stop: A compendium, A presentation, A
poem, An insertion of postcards. James A. Holliday’s essay is
a textual response to some of the artworks viewed in S.M.S.
William Copley’s artists’ portfolio series from the late 60s.
My Life Unfolds. Natalie d’Arbeloff describes the making of
her monoprinted accordion book, included in the exhibition
Open Books: Sixteen artists and the Chinese folding-book.

Artists’ pages / interventions by: Sara Elgerot, Stevie Ronnie,
Stephen Spurrier, Elizabeth Tonnard, Sylvia Waltering,
Michael Weller, Elizabeth Willow and Philippa Wood.
Cover design by Tom Sowden.
Reference listings include: collections, libraries, archives,
bookshops, galleries, centres, design print & bind,
publishers, dealers, presses, studios, competitions, fairs,
festivals and exhibitions, journals, reference books,
organisations, societies, projects, touring programmes and
courses. 207 national and international artists have also
listed their recent book works.
Published by Impact Press, UWE Bristol, Sept 2013,
ISBN 978-1-906501-07-5, £15 (UK) or £16 (International).
Available from: www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/bookpub.htm
The Blue Notebook journal for artists’ books Vol 8 No 1
Essays and reviews for this issue:
One Hundred Years and On: 100% Books by Canberra
Artists. Caren Florance (Ampersand Duck) discusses the
decisions and connections made when curating a showcase/
survey exhibition of artists’ books in Canberra, Australia.
Letterpress on the Underground. From the perspective of a
screenprinter and letterpress printer, Danny Flynn looks at

Artists’ pages by: Rodrigo Arteaga (Chile), Sophie Artemis
Pitt - (UK), Helena de la Guardia (Spain), Claudia de la
Torre (Germany) and Laura Russell (USA),
Guy Bigland (UK) has designed a brilliant textwork cover,
badge and sticker for this issue.
Subscribe to Volume 8 today! £10 GBP including UK or
international postage. Current issues and back issues are
available to order at www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/bnotebk.htm
or, order directly from the online store: http://bit.ly/18Ha1oI
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The Lorca Project
John Barrett
I have been visually interpreting the poems of the Spanish
writer Federico Garcia Lorca, in a range of illustrative media
and formats including paintings, silkscreen prints, etchings,
photographs, collage and other mixed media.

Travel Sketch Book
Ying-Chieh Liu
23 travel sketches from trips 2003-2005. Locations:
Taiwan, Torres del Paine (Chile), Yosemite(USA),
Roma(Italy), Bergen(Norway), Sweden, Montserrat(Spain),
Matterhorn(Switzerland)…

A recent boxed set artist’s book of 22 hand made
screenprinted images explores the themes from the ‘Poet
in New York’ suite of poems. This limited edition box set
entitled ‘Dance of Death’ is A3 in size.

Materials: rapidograph, silver gel pen, watercolour pencil,
coloured ink, paper. Colour offset printing. Section sewn
perfect binding. 150 gsm white matt finished coated paper.
250 gsm white coated post card+matte PP.
A5 (14.8 × 21 cm). 48 pages + cover. ISBN 957-41-3712-0
http://liuyingchieh.com

The common thread of my work is the interpretation and
illumination of the words by Lorca but also an exploration
of the vivid symbolism and meaning within the poetic
works. Please see more examples at:
http://thelorcaproject.blogspot.co.uk
www.thelorcaproject.com
The Book is Alive!
A survey of current thinking and innovative practice in
contemporary publishing presented at the BOOKLIVE!
International symposium in London, June 2012. This
2-day event brought together theorists, researchers and
practitioners to examine the current ‘transforming’ of the
book and its ability to keep up with digital culture and the
emergence of new modes of making, reading, collecting and
disseminating ‘on the page’ work.

Book Art Object 2
The Codex Foundation
Following the highly successful and acclaimed
Book Art Object, published in 2008, Book Art Object 2
includes a record of the third biennial Codex Book Fair
and Symposium: “The Fate of the Art,” held in Berkeley,
California, 2011. Codex events showcase contemporary
artist books, ﬁne press and ﬁne art editions produced by
the world’s most esteemed printers, designers, book artists,
and artisans.

With contributions from: Andrej Blatnik (SVN), Sarah
Bodman (UK), Marco Bohr (UK), Daniela Cascella (UK),
Amanda Couch (UK), Arnaud Desjardin (UK), Joan
Fontcuberta (SP), Matt Hulse & Barnaby Dicker (UK),
Annabel Frearson (UK), Sharon Helgason Gallagher (US),
Peter Jaeger (UK), Paul Jeff & Laura Jenkins (UK), Susan
Johanknecht & Katharine Meynell (UK), Marcus Kaiser
(GER), Sharon Kivland &, Nick Thurston (UK), Didier
Mathieu (FRA), Romi Mikulinsky (AUS), Christoph Nicolas
(GER), Paula Roush (UK) & Maria Lusitano (SWE), Mark
Sanderson (UK), Sylvia Alexandra Schimag (GER), Andreas
Schmidt (UK), David W. Speck (UK), Seekers of lice (UK),
Paul Soulellis (USA), Stefan Szczelkun (UK), Rahel Zoller
(UK). 165 x 230mm - offset printing, 32pp full colour,
162pp 2-colour (cyan/black), soft cover, perfect binding.
Edited by Emmanuelle Waeckerlé, and Richard Sawdon
Smith, published by RGAP, distributed by Cornerhouse
Publications, ISBN 978–0–9569024–5–0.
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This book contains 1,133 images of 300 books by 140 artists/
printers. Also presented is a selection of the papers delivered
at the 2009 and 2011 symposia:
Paul van Capelleveen, The National Library of the
Netherlands: Changing books: art and the contemporary
Dutch private press book.
Antoine Coron, Head of Special Collections, Bibliothèque
Nationale de France: Publishing artists’ books in France
today.
David Jury, designer and printer: The depiction of books in
books.
Ron King, artist: History and collaboration: Circle Press.
Peter Rutledge Koch, Printer: The third stream: A view from
the West back to the East.
Juan Pascoe, Proprietor, Taller Martín Pescador, Michoacán:
Presses in Mexico.
Richard Ovenden, keeper of Special Collections and
Associate Director, Bodleian Library, Oxford: The role of the
book arts in a 21st-century research library.
There are also dispatches from renowned artists/printers/
curators: Johannes Strugalla and Ulrike Stoltz: Germany;
Jason Dewinetz: Canada; Des Cowley: Australia; Sarah
Bodman and Tom Sowden: United Kingdom; Sandro Berra:
Italy.
9 x 12 inches, 524 pages, cloth with dustjacket.
ISBN: 978-0-911221-50-3. $150 plus shipping.
Book Art Object 2 can be ordered online at:
www.codexfoundation.org/publications2.html

Once a Year: Folklore in Britain Now
Homer Sykes

Published in 1977, Once a Year: Some Traditional British
Customs by Homer Sykes, is a very scarce, influential and
sought after British photobook.
Once a Year: 1970s Folklore in Britain, published by Café
Royal in Autumn 2013, now out-of-print, re-presented
selected images from that book, in a new context and a
much smaller print run.
Once a Year: Folklore in Britain Now continues the theme,
bringing up-to-date a project that began nearly four decades
ago. 2013, 28 pages, 14 x 20cm, b/w digital. Numbered
edition of 200. £5.00
http://www.caferoyalbooks.com/index.php/shop/once-ayear-folklore-in-britain-now/
Bukezine 14
Andres Gatti

New titles from Café Royal Books:
Sheffield
Meadowhall,
Hyde Park,
Ponds Forge
John Darwell
2013, 28
pages, 14
x 20cm,
b/w digital.
Numbered
edition of 150.
£5.00
http://www.caferoyalbooks.com/index.php/shop/sheffieldmeadowhall-hyde-park-ponds-forge/
Old Ladies of
Whitechapel
Phil Maxwell
2013, 28 pages,
14 x 20cm,
b/w digital.
Numbered
edition of 150.
£5.00
http://www.caferoyalbooks.com/index.php/shop/old-ladiesof-whitechapel/

Each issue: 13.7 x 21.5 cm. 40 pages. 6 USD plus shipping
costs. Images of the books can be viewed online at:
http://www.flickr.com/photos/digipops/
Contact: andreschile@vtr.net
Letters Of Intent
Nico Vassilakis, 2013
Letters Of Intent is a 140-page collection of visual poetry.
The subjects of the book are the letter as composition and
the interior space of language material. It is a free PDF
available for you to peruse, unscrew, critique, deplore,
exhibit, share or otherwise delete. It was created entirely
using the Type Drawing app for iPad.
www.scribd.com/mobile/doc/168267849
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The Book About Food
A new book by Dmitry Sayenko

To man food has always
been not only a means
of life support, but also
a source of pleasure.
In search of new and
previously unknown
delicacies people sailed
overseas, risking their
lives. The food they found
often became the object of
bargaining and exchange,
valued equally with gold.
Many wars began for
food, as it was always
viewed as a measure of
prosperous well-being. In
a word, man has always taken pleasure in gorging on food,
unsparing of any resources or efforts to satisfy this passion.
This is exactly what my book is dedicated to.

A2Z
Karen Hanmer
A quick flip through the alphabet.
Flipbook: inkjet prints, double-fan adhesive binding. 2 x
4.75 x 2”. Open edition, 2013, $40
http://karenhanmer.com

YESNOMAYBE
Karen Hanmer / concept and production
Amy Rabas / typography
A quick flip through an indecisive decision-making process.
Flipbook: inkjet prints, double-fan adhesive binding. 2 x
4.75 x 1.5” Open edition 2013. $40. http://karenhanmer.com

The Book About Food, 2013. Format: 225 х 33 0x 25 mm.
Text: Dmitry Sayenko, 28 pages with images printed on one
side. Type: 20th Century Medium Condensed’18, Bodoni’36
Handmade paper, printing & binding by the artist.
Cover: installation, leather spine, special slipcase.
Total edition: 13 numbered & signed copies.
To purchase, contact the artist at:
nikodim-book@yandex.ru
nikodim-publish@mail.ru
www.nikodim-press.blogspot.ru
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Typewriter - an artist’s book for writing
Written using ‘Q’ by mIEKAL aND, ‘W’ by Alice Simpson,
‘E’ by E - Ambassadeur d’Utopia, Ana Buigues, ‘R’ by
Carl Baker, Julie Shaw Lutts, ‘T’ by Maria Pisano, Janelle
Scolaro, ‘Y’ by Halvard Johnson, ‘U’ by Maria Pisano, ‘I’ by
INTERLICHTSPIELHAUS, ‘O’ by Ana Buigues, ‘P’ by
Dennis Ruud, Peter Bushell, ‘A’ by Margaret Lammerts, Ama
Bolton, Leonard Seastone, Avril Makula, ‘S’ by Dennis Ruud,
Maria Pisano, ‘D’ by Erin K. Schmidt, ‘F’ by Ana Buigues,
‘G’ by Peter Ciccariello, ‘H’ by Ana Buigues, ‘J’ by Ana
Buigues, ‘K’ by Katerina Nikoltsou (MomKat), ‘L’ by Ethan
Walker, ‘Z’ by Ama Bolton, ‘X’ by Bill Dimichele, Andrew
Topel, Emily J. Martin, ‘C’ by Marilyn R. Rosenberg, ‘V’ by
Nick Mattan, Ana Buigues, ‘B’ by Jim Andrews, ‘N’ by Bjørn
Magnhildøen, ‘M’ by Jeff Harrison.
ISBN 978-82-92860-04-5 Sandbooks
http://noemata.net/sandbooks/typewriter/
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Making books with things, making things with books
A project about books / e-books, involving performances,
interviews, commissioning artists’ books, all compiled into a
free download e-book.

A Series of Small Admissions
Hazel Grainger
A concertina book of tickets, each revealing a small personal
admission on the reverse, in proportion with the scale and
transient nature of the ticket.

A Series of Small Admissions. Rubber stamp printing onto
paper tickets with card end covers. 53 x 34mm, edition of
25, £4, available from http://hgmakes.blogspot.co.uk
Correspondance Press at the Book Art Museum in
Lodz, Poland is near to completing a second edition of
Bibliography & Drawings by Zbigniew Brzezinski

The project “Making books with things, making things with
books” aims to transcend the debates around the future of
the book and the opposition between physical and digital
books; instead we used this as a starting point to create an
multi-layered project that explores the culture of the book
and shift the focus to reading, writing and craftsmanship.

Our ultimate goal was to make a performance at the
E-Poetry International Festival that took place in London
in June 2013. In this performance we would make a book
live in front of the audience. With this end in sight we
conducted a number of performances, activities, interviews
and created new artwork which ultimately would be
incorporated and fed into the final performance at the
aforementioned festival. The material gathered and created
in this process is finally collated to form the content of this
digital publication.
Laboratoro’s approach has been one of curiosity, play,
research and creativity. We dip into a sea of books to swim
into new waters.
Produced by boca2mouth. Making books with things,
making things with books by laboratoro (Ed Briggs and
Xelís de Toro) www.laboratoro.net

A new version, composed in proportion to Malevich’s Black
Square. The paper has been specially made for the project,
and typesetting began in May 2013 (se: http://new.book.art.
pl/blog/2013/05/projekt-bibliography-and-drawings-byzbigniew-brzezinski).

Download at www.boca2mouth.net/makingbooks/ebook/
The Cycle
Neil Bousfield
Letterpress edition of The Cycle Available now!
The third edition of my novel without words, The Cycle,
is now available to purchase.
The narrative of The Cycle is told within 187 engraved
blocks, and the book uses a total of 200 engraved blocks.
Each block took one day to engrave, with several months
of drawing & preparation to reach that stage.

For advance information email the Book Art Museum at:
bookart@book.art.pl to be notified of the book’s completion.
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The Cycle took me 2 years to complete and I made only
12 copies, hand printed and bound by myself, for the
first edition.

This third edition of The Cycle, a collaboration between
Richard Lawrence and myself, has been printed letterpress
by Richard and professionally bound in an edition of 126
copies.

Fishing with John
Honza Zamojski
NERO publications
This publication is a kind of experiment stemming from the
uniting of two concepts, that of the artist’s book and that of
the scholarly study; it is an experiment wherein the artist
avails himself of the pen and knowledge of others in order
to carry out an analysis of the problem which is of interest
to him. Zamojski makes conscious use of the power of the
word ‘research’ in the contemporary world and plays with
the freedom we attain as a result of observing the outwardly
rigorous rules of academe. He perversely mocks political
correctness and he involves world authorities in
his metastory.

It is available now to purchase for £125 plus p+p. Please
contact via www.inkyfingerspress.com for further details,
thank you.
Phenomenon of the Artist’s Book
Mikhail Pogarsky

The book becomes a work of art just as the collection of
photos showing naked women with fish becomes a field
of scholarly analysis, while the academic nature of the
publication means that the self-evidently chauvinistic
dimension of the collection fades into the background.
Published by: NERO, Galleria Foksal, Mazowieckie
Centrum Kultury i Sztuki, Mazovia Region Centre of
Culture and Arts. ISBN: 978-88-97503-27-9
Format: 17 x 22.7 cm. Pages: 180. Language: English, Polish
Edition of 600 copies. Year: 2013. Price: 18 Euro
Names of Numbers
Names of Numbers is a series of monographic books of
drawings by artists, intellectuals, scientists and people
devoted to various other activities, curated by Carola
Bonfili and Valerio Mannucci.

Russia’s first study about artists’ books by the curator, artist,
writer and art theorist Mikhail Pogarsky. All stages, forms
and technological means of the production of the artist’s
book are examined. Mikhail Pogarsky surveyed practical
and theoretical examples of artists creating their own books.
The phenomenon of the artist’s book is examined from a
number of standpoints.
Monograph (in Russian). 196pp. 154 illustrations.
Limited edition of 50 numbered copies, Moscow, 2013.
Available from www.pogarsky.ru
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The series’ aim is to consider drawing as a common
language, often complementary or parallel to other forms
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of artistic or intellectual production. Each book presents
30 tables by a single author. The flexible nature of drawing,
and its ability to manifest the representational capacity of
the imagination, lead its uses to assume a variety of different
forms: the drawings collected in this series alternately
appear like diaries, studies, drafts, syntheses, memories,
or even, simply, expressions of leisurely interest.
NAMES OF NUMBERS I - Taylor McKimens
NAMES OF NUMBERS II - Misaki Kawai
NAMES OF NUMBERS III - Thomas Braida
NAMES OF NUMBERS IV - Paolo Merloni
Each edition: Format: 24 x 33.5 cm Pages: 60 (30 tables)
Language: English. Edition of 200 copies. Year: 2013
Price: 10 Euro. A project by: Carola Bonfili and Valerio
Mannucci. Design and type-setting: Francesco de
Figueiredo. Published by NERO
NERO - Lungotevere degli Artigiani 8 b 00135 Rome, Italy.
publishing@neromagazine.it - www.neromagazine.it

we are very proud of this first issue. The yearbook contains
images by Daniel Blaufuks, Carla Cruz, André Lemos, Sílvia
Prudêncio and Pauliana Valente Pimentel; texts by Manuel
Portela, Marie Boivent and Samuel Teixeira.
The 2014 Yearbook will have a theme: the collectives of
artists. It will consist in interviews to the collective artists
members, an analyses of their work and of course, the
artists’ pages will be theirs.

Dance
Otto

Portuguese Small Press Yearbook 2013.
Editor: Catarina Figueiredo Cardoso
Page design by: Luís Henriques
Published by: Catarina Figueiredo Cardoso and Isabel
Baraona, 200 copies, digital print P/B. Edition in
Portuguese, English and French. Legal deposit number:
365676/13; ISBN: 978-989-691-192-8
For sale: 12 Euros. www.tipo.pt
http://ptsmallpress.blogspot.fr

Otto has a new artist’s book out, launched at the book fair in
Berlin recently. Dance. Visit the website for details:
www.ottographic.co.uk
The Portuguese Small Press Yearbook 2013
The Portuguese Small Press Yearbook is part of TIPO.PT,
a research project on artist’s books. Catarina Figueiredo
Cardoso and Isabel Baraona conceived TIPO.PT.
Catarina is the editor of the first issue of the yearbook.
Portuguese Small Press Yearbook aims to map the Portuguese
scene on artists’ books and alternative press, as well as
critical and academic research on the theme. Due to the
quality of the artists whom accepted to collaborate with us,
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La Espera: The Wait
Red Trillium Press
La Espera is collaboration with 17 Cuban printmakers:
Adislen Reyes Pino, Alejandro Sainz Alfonso, Aliosky
García Sosa, Angelmaidelín Calzadilla Fernández, Eduardo
Hernández Santos, Hanoi Pérez Cordero, Ibrahim Miranda,
Jamie Rodríguez Cunill, Janette Brossard Duharte, Jesús
Reyes Romeu (Chucho), Lisbet Corvo Alderete, Liudmila
López Dominguez, Luis Lamothe Duribe, Norberto Marrero
Pírez, Orlando Montalbán Rodríguez, Yilian Marie Torres
Gómez, Yordanis Garcia Delgado.
The essay is by Janette Brossard.
In 1537 Hernando de Soto married Inès de Bobadilla and
was named governor of Cuba and Adelantado de Florida.
In 1539 de Soto left on an expedition to explore Florida,
never to return.
The Castillo de la Real Fuerza (built in 1558) overlooks
the city of Havana, there on its watchtower, is a statue
representing a woman, La Giraldilla. It is suggested that it
was placed there to honour Inès de Bobadilla who is said
to have watched every day for the return of her husband,
Hernando de Soto.

Tonerworks publications:
The second series of booklets issued by Reed Altemus’s
micropress Tonerworks consists of twenty-seven separate
booklets size 8 x 5 inches (US Standard booklet format)
colour laser printed, saddle stitched with cardstock cover.
These booklets are 16 to 20 pages of work most of them in
full colour by an international cast of collagists and visual
poets from the mail art network and small press scene.

La espera, Aliosky García Sosa, Jesús Reyes Romeu (Chucho)

Waiting exists in many forms and looks differently for each
individual. In Janette Brossard’s image on the cover of La
Espera, La Giraldilla is no longer standing erect with hope
but bent under the weight of time, weary of the wait. The
architect, Jamie Rodriguez is the oldest participant. He is
the restoration architect of 50 buildings in Habana Vieja,
(buildings we all know and admire). At 71 years old he
waits for clean and well-designed homes for Cubans. Yilian
Marie Torres Gómez, who at 22 years is the youngest artist,
asks of her patriarchal and sexiest society: “How long is one
expected to wait before having sex for the first time?”

Bernd Reichert - Fluxus
Reid Wood - Funny Money
Luc Fierens - Crash
Cheryl Penn - Babel
Tizianna Baracchi - Art, Air, Sun, Sea, Act
Nico Vassilakis - ALT -AZI
Peter Dowker - Conflicting Elements
Matthew Stolte - CR CH
Brandstifter - Eyecuppied NY
Carla Bertola - From One to Sixteen
Steve Dalachinsky - From The Belly of Civilization
Juergen O. Olbrich - If You Practice Good Physical &
Mental Hygiene Everyone Will Love You
Tim Gaze - Intersigns
J.M. Calleja - Masks
Keith Buchholz - Middle West
Vittore Baroni - Misplaced Postcards
Andrew Topel - Music of the Spheres
Cecil Touchon - Nostalgic Regress
Torma Cauli - Only Mail Art
Bill Dimichele - The Ore of Things
Matthew Taggart - Rurality
M. Vanci Stirnemann - Syndicat of Katzen
Susanna Lakner - The Papertailor of Susannia
Michael Harford - Think Stream
Serse Luigetti - Unbranded
Joel Chace - Web Too
Julia Izmailova - Zephyr
Price for the series as a complete set is $250 US.
Single booklets are available from Reed Altemus
P.O.Box 5052, Portland, ME 04101 USA.
www.reedaltemus.org/publications
For more information: reedaltemus@gmail.com

La espera, Norberto Marrero Pírez, Orlando Montalbán Rodríguez

La espera acompañada de la esperanza genera una fuerza
vital arrasadora, pero cuando la espera es un letargo inútil, la
voluntad se quiebra y la razón se pierde.
The wait accompanied by hope generates a devastating vital
force, but when the wait becomes a useless lethargy, then
will is broken and reason is lost.
Janette Brossard
2013 Edition of 30 with 3 artists’ proofs. 18.25 x 7.25 x
.25 inches, 46.5 x 18.5 x 0.8cm. Opened: 32.75 inches, 83
cm Lithography, silkscreen, linocut, woodcut on Japanese
Kozuke Ivory, Cover: blue Kyoseishi Sora. $2000
http://redtrilliumpress.com/libros-de-artista-cubano/laespera-waiting/
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New books from the p’s & q’s Press
The Oxford Fine Press Book Fair in November was a
very good one for the p’s & q’s Press as Leonie Lachlan’s
was highly commended for the Printmaking Today Prize
for Innovation in Printing for her new book Modulor
and Christine Tacq’s artist’s book Printess & the p won
the Parrot Prize for an Illustrated Book. There will soon be
more images of both on www.christinetacq.blogspot.com
Modulor
Repeated units with layers of possibility are explored in
etching, collagraph, monoprint and letterpress. The text is
from ‘On Architecture’ by Vitruvius. 10 different examples
with similar folds are each in an edition of 5.
Printess & the p
Images create a parallel story to an early version of the
Hans Andersen text. It reimagines a tale of insomnia and
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We have been Jack Russell owners for over twenty years and
it’s strange how they quietly, and sometimes not so quietly,
insinuate themselves into every aspect of your life.
In the beginning they started to feature in my linocuts about
life in the North East of England in an almost subliminal
manner and to also be one of the subjects on Christmas
cards.

an overnight invention of printing. Relief and intaglio
collagraphs create embossing that hints at past and future
events. It will be published in July 2014. There will soon be
more images of both books on
www.christinetacq.blogspot.com

Gradually over the years our interest and great love for the
Jack Russell Terrier grew; a dog incidentally that thinks
it’s the size of a barn. They featured in many prints and
have eventually become the subject of a printed book, ‘The
Observation and Guide to the Jack Russell Terrier’. I have
even started on the linocuts for a second volume of the
terrier book. In the prints they are often tucked away in
the background, being walked, cadging treats or simply
reflecting the mood of their owners as depicted in the
illustrations above.
I think it is safe to say they are definitely here to stay in both
the house and the prints.

An Observation and a Guide to the Jack Russell Terrier
John Richardson

The book is printed by letterpress using original blocks, the
printer is Martin Clark at Tilley Printing in Ledbury, UK.
An Observation and a Guide to the Jack Russell Terrier can be
purchased from the Two Terriers as a signed and numbered
copy from an edition of 350 for £31.95 including post and
packing in the UK only. Postal and Air Mail prices vary for
the USA, Europe, Australia and New Zealand.

You can read a review of the book by Charles RangeleyWilson at http://charlesrangeleywilson.com/2013/11/07/
the-jack-russell-terrier/

Contact us by email on jarsue159@btinternet.com or
telephone 01945 773850 for further information.
www.thetwoterriers.blogspot.com
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REPORTS & REVIEWS
Extended Horizons
A review of the exhibition by Brea Black
Abecedarian Gallery in Denver, Colourado hosted the
Extended Horizons exhibition from September 19 - October
19, 2013. The show provided an opportunity to see books by
21 artists whose work is also included in the Guild of Book
Workers traveling exhibition, Horizon.

Recounted
Elisabeth Tonnard
To coincide with the end of Ed Ruscha’s 75th year, Recounted
will be taken out of circulation at the end of December.
If you want a copy, please order it before that time.
Recounted was realised as a part of ABCED, which has
since been shown internationally, most recently at Gagosian
Gallery, NY and the Museum Brandhorst in Munich,
Germany. Recounted also inspired my other Ed Ruscha
remake: One Swimming Pool.

Traditional bookmaking materials were well represented
in Extended Horizons. Some artists, however, chose to look
further afield to more industrial materials. Susan Collard’s
Anthology of Sky is constructed of glass, wood, metal, and
mirrors. Claire Van Vliet used vinyl and polycarbonate
sheets in Waste Incant, giving the book a distinct shower
curtain-y smell that underscores the book’s message about
the danger of storing nuclear waste in plastic. Madelyn
Garrett’s Neverwhere is a copy of Neil Gaiman’s novel bound
in copper and brass with trompe l’oeil panels on the covers
that slightly disorient the viewer. These panels serve as an
entry point to the content of the book.

Recounted. Nine swimming pools as swimming pools.
This book recounts Nine Swimming Pools and a Broken Glass
by Edward Ruscha in textual snapshots. The snapshots are
taken from modern American literature predating 1968
(they may even be imagined to have influenced Ruscha).
They can be read but they can also be looked at: the words
are objects in disguise.
Recounted was made as part of the ABCED project realised
by ABC Artists’ Books Cooperative in celebration of Ed
Ruscha’s 75th birthday in 2012. It is available for one year
only, when Ed Ruscha turns 76 (December 2013) the book
will no longer be produced.
Published by Elisabeth Tonnard, September 2012, Leerdam,
The Netherlands. Black and white print-on-demand book,
perfect bound, 5 x 8 inches, 64 pages. The book is available
for EUR 16 plus EUR 2 worldwide shipping. Order before
the end of December at:
http://elisabethtonnard.com/works/recounted/
From top: Susan Collard Anthology of Sky; Claire Van Vliet
Waste Incant; Madelyn Garrett Nevewhere
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Three books in this exhibition really caught my eye for very
different reasons. Cathy DeForest’s Wings of Song is a quiet
book of poems inspired by the life cycle of birds (and of
her own sons), from hatchlings to juveniles old enough to
leave the nest. The accordion structure of Wings allows for a
poem and drawing on one page to face a chapter title phrase
on the next page. The break in the flow of the text gives the
reader time to pause before moving on to the next poem.
DeForest also uses the layout of the text at different heights
on the page to mimic the unstable flight of a young bird.
The small, hand-painted drawings that accompany the text
are sweet and give a personality to the little bird who is the
subject of the poems.

text about society’s expectations of women.
The descriptions are sometimes ambiguous and could apply
to either a horse or a woman. Fold-outs in the book focus
on parts of the female body by comparing the real to the
(sometimes equine) ideal. Word associations like “nose =
job” and “honest=rude” also appear alongside anatomical
illustrations as statements about the proper appearance and
temperament of a woman.

Susan Joy Share Winter Red

Cathy DeForest Wings of Song

Ellen Knudson American Breeding Standards

From the moment I pulled Ellen Knudson’s American
Breeding Standards from its slipcover, I could see that it was
not a quiet, intimate book. On the cover is a pop-up female
mouth. This open mouth is an invitation to criticise and
inspect this everywoman, just like a horse’s value is often
determined by looking at its teeth. Throughout the book,
Knudson juxtaposes text about standards for horses with
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After the intensity of Knudson’s book, I switched gears
to look at Winter Red by Susan Joy Share. Share’s vertical
hanging scroll communicates meaning through colour
rather than text and images. The piece can also be
manipulated horizontally to conceal or reveal light and dark
hues that are representative of dawn and dusk at Share’s
home in Alaska. The mottled colours of red, blue, orange,
and purple contrast sharply with the solid black of night
and the bright yellow of the sun. The placement of colours

in relation to each other illustrates the changing skies that
appear over the course of a year in the far north.
It was a treat to see the intriguing and powerful work by
my fellow Guild of Book Workers members in Extended
Horizons. From traditional to non-traditional, the artists
used their materials in thoughtful, skillful, and often
surprising ways.
The online catalogue for Extended Horizons can be viewed
at: http://bit.ly/1bsSqpf a print version can be purchased via
this link: http://bit.ly/1fpMehS
Brea Black is the Special Collections & Art Librarian at the
Alice C. Sabatini Gallery, Topeka & Shawnee County Public
Library, Topeka, Kansas. She is a member of the Guild of
Book Workers and the College Book Art Association. Brea
has a Master’s of Library and Information Science from San
Jose State University in San Jose, California, and a Bachelor
of Arts in Art History from the University of Kansas.
Abecedarian Gallery Denver, Colourado, USA
www.abecedariangallery.com
The Book is alive!
Review by Maria White
Edited by Emmanuelle Waeckerle and Richard Sawden
Smith. Published by RGAP, 2013. Distributed by
Cornerhouse Publications, www.cornerhouse.org
ISBN 978-0-956902415-0

“The Book is alive” documents the two day seminar
BOOKLIVE!, organised by bookRoom and held at South
Bank University, 8 – 9 June 2012. The intermingled essays
survey thinking and practice in current publishing,
including of artists’ books, through looking at publishing,
text and reading, the use of digital technology and artists’
practice. The book does not examine the materiality of
books, of paper, material or structure, nor does it seek
to examine the digitalisation of artists’ books. Sharon
Helgason Gallagher, founder and executive director of
D.A.P. Distributed Art Publishers, a representative of the
art edge of main stream publishing, sets the context. She
quotes (mainly American) statistics on the formidable
increase in e-reading around Christmas 2011, and observes
that some forms of writing are suited to e-publications:
page-turners such as crime, romance thrillers and mystery,
but also encyclopaedias and reference books. She goes on
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to ask what “we ought to be publishing today as exemplars
of the book for the future?”1. She ends with a rally cry “to
define the book as a muscular, energetic, distinctive form of
meaning transmission dancing into the future, beautifully
scaled to the human body and the human brain”2. Other
papers around publishing include Andrej Blatnik’s, which
questions whether, as e-books gain numerical dominance,
the aura of the work is transferred from work to the author,
and the effects of this. Arnaud Desjardin’s “The book on
books on artists book”, examines one subject based area of
publishing. A bibliography of works about artists’ books,
the work takes 1972 and the seminal exhibition catalogue
“The book as artwork” as its starting point. Desjardin
describes his reasons for embarking on this Herculean
task, the selection criteria and categories that the book
considers. Nick Thurston examines the thinking behind
the artists’ books publisher, information as material, that
he depicts as “What coheres the works that we publish is
an approach to writing that I describe as ‘conceptualist
reading performances’; performances that engage with their
formation as publishable units through an approach to
reproduction that we call ‘undesigning’”3.
Reading and thinking are subjects explored by speakers
including Mark Sanderson and Romi Mikulinsky. Sanderson
takes Stephane Mallarme’s “A throw of the dice will never
abolish chance”, with its famous use of typography and
variations of fonts and point sizes, as his starting point,
viewing it as both a product of the mass communication
that preceded it, such as newspapers with headings and
bylines, and as a precursor of hypertext and computer
animated texts. He goes on to explore thought, kenetic
typography and hypertext and their influence on reading.
Romi Mikulinsky explores “Reading and writing in the
digital age”, investigating whether technology affects writing
and reading through Octave Uzanne and Albert Robida’s
1894 “The end of books”, the work of poet and conceptual
artist Kenneth Goldsmith, Matt Richardson’s “Descriptive
camera” and the ability to being able to measure interaction
(for example e-reader providers can analyse the highlighting
of paragraphs or sentences to track reading patterns). She
concludes “the changing body of knowledge, the abundance
of words, images, data and narratives and their hyperconnectivity, all affect human memory, processes of writing
and reading the spatial experience of books”4. Peter Jaeger
uses an online random generator based on the “I Ching”
to organise the textual layout of his essay. The single lines,
phrases or sections of text are separated with spaces of
various lengths. This can lead the reader to breathing within
these pauses, as Jaeger explores John Cage’s writings in
relation to Jacques Lacan’s theories and chronobiology.
Sarah Bodman explores artists who are utilising the tools
available to create books, such as e-publishing, hypertext
and POD. Artists each use the technology in different
ways to suit their needs: producing apps, working in
multiple formats (for example unique handmade and free
PDF download), using the digital to produce paper book
works. Bodman exuberantly champions the flow between
the physical and digital book formats, emphasising the
potential of new media to broaden the existence of the
book and access. Marc Bohr’s paper “Appropriation &
voyeurism in self-published photobooks” raises interesting
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questions by looking at Joachim Schmid’s “O Campo”,
which appropriates images of sandy or dirt Brazilian
football pitches from Google Earth, and Mishka Henner’s
“No man’s land”, that uses images of women on the edge of
cities, a figure in a landscape, sometimes partial hidden,
possibly prostitutes, surviving on the margins of society
and legality, from Google Street View. These works raise a
number of issues: the relative wealth and freedom of the
artist to search Google Earth from his western home; the
encroachment on others’ privacy; are we allowed to collect
images of others without their permission; how much can
the artist be considered the author of work considering
issues of copyright; who owns the images? Plus questions of
exploitation, by Google, by the artist, by the viewer/buyer/
reader and by society with its unequal power relations.
Artists who present their own work include Susan
Johanknecht and Katherine Meynell, who discuss “Poetry
of unknown words”, which they describe as “a development,
transcription and homage to Iliazd’s La poesie de mots
inconnus”5. Taking Iliazd’s format of folded folio sheets
gathered into five bundles, Johanknecht and Meynell
are producing work that draws upon archive and library
resources to present their personal anthology of women’s
ideas. Their five bundles will cover the literary, horticultural,
painterly, scientific and structural. The first section was
displayed at the Saison Poetry Library, London, in 2012,
addressing and responding to writings by HD, Emmy
Hennings, Gertrude Stein, Valerie Solanas and Mary
Wollstonecraft. This essay gives mention of the importance
of the artefact to both the research and the work produced.

Joan Fontcuberta, one of the keynote speakers at the
conference, is represented by an interview with Richard
Sawdon Smith and Emmanuelle Waerckerle. The interview
explores his book works and ideas, which investigate the
space between art, science and illusion, the space between
reality and fabrication, including the political and humour.
Annabel Frearson presents an extract form her work
“Frankensten2” and the lyrics of her song “You will be
mine, Mr Frankenstein” from her “Bad brain cell” album.
She explains that “Frankenstein2” is an e-arranging of Mary
Shelley’s “Frankenstein” using all and only the works of
the book, to create a new novel. She uses specially written
software entitled FrankenWriter to assist with the analysis
of the work by checking the number of words she has used,
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that she does not overuse words or use words from outside
the original.
Sharon Kivland, one of the artists published by information
as material, writes about her works “Freud on holiday”
which grow from her travels following Freud’s holidays, but
start life as conference texts. These works are supplemented
by appendices, including “Freud’s weather” and “Freud’s
Dining”, and “Reisen”, a series of occasional pamphlets,
referring to trains, stations, railway platforms, railway
timetables, ticket collectors and railway other in Freud’s life
and work.

Further essays and texts are contributed by Didier Mathieu,
Stefan Szczelkun, Daniela Cascella, Matt Hulse & Barnaby
Dicker, Paul Soulellis, Andreas Schmidt and David W.
Speck, plus a forword by Richard Sawdon Smith and an
introduction by Emmanuelle Waeckerle. As well as the
essays, the book documents in photographs the durational
works and installations that took place alongside the
Book Live conference. These included Sylvia Schimag’s
performance of John Cage’s “Empty words”, Amanda
Crouch’s scribing of “Reflection in digestion”, Paul Jeff &
Laura Jenkins’s “The IPCRES Reading Ensemble”, Paula
Roush & Maria Lusitano’s “A field (of interconnected
realities) or The week of mash-up goodness (20102012)”, Marcus Kaiser’s “A possible ‘book-work’”, Rahel
Zoller’s publication “The inner monologue of a book” and
Christoph Nicolaus & Carlo Inderhees’s “garonne-fur sich”.
With contributions from academics, theorists and artist
practitioners the book surveys current thinking around
the contemporary book and publishing. The work is an
intelligent examination of the book in the digital age.
Underlining the essays, whether explicitly or implied, is an
examination of reading and thinking.
I wish to finish with extracts from “Invent the present:
footnotes”, the contribution by seekers of lice: 43 numbered
texts or thoughts, each of which could prompt discussion
and a direction. The spaced layout reflects pauses in seekers’
performance and if familiar with her performance you can
hear these texts in her voice.
9 In Western culture the codex gradually replaced the
scroll. From the fourth century, when the codex gained
wide acceptance, the Carolingian Renaissance in the
eighth century, many works that were not converted
from scroll to codex were lost to posterity.

20 The real technology – behind all of our other
technologies – is language.” Norman Fischer

The Dutch Royal Library purchases the first 3D printed
binding by Marja Wilgenkamp

22 Miss the dirt. The scuffs and dirt of matter, greasy
handmarks, sunbleached spines, cracked bindings, books
which fall open at a particular place, stains, dirt as life
and life as dirt.
24 What errors/mis-takes are specific to a technology
and feed into the creative process?
41 The development of prose is the development of
artefact. Poetry was an earlier oral form. Prose had to
be invented. Writing is not a natural activity.
43 “The function of form is the conservation of energy”
Stanley Kunitz.
The physical book is a battery a specific concentrated
source of energy.6
Maria White
Independent artists’ books specialist. Maria White has many
years’ experience of working with artists’ books. She has
purchased for, catalogued and curated the collection of a
major British art institution. Buying directly from artists
and specialist bookshops both at home and abroad she has
nurtured a national collection. She co-authored the industry
standard on cataloguing artists’ books. Maria has led group
visits, juried prizes and spoken at international conferences.
Contact: mariaewhite@aol.com
Notes
1. Sharon Helgason Gallagher, “What shall we want to have
called a ‘book’?” in The book is alive, edited by Emmanuelle
Waeckertle, Richard Sawdon Smith, Sheffield: RGAP, 2013,
p18.

Text below is from part of the entry on the Royal Library’s
website:
Bookbinding has long been associated only with
notions such as tradition and nostalgia. Although
traditions must be cherished, modernisation has its
rightful place. Recent and historical examples, taken
from the Royal Library collection of bindings show
that bookbinders have always experimented with new
techniques and materials.
Towards the end of the 19th century bindings were
produced using the newly discovered material of
celluloid. The French binder, Jotau, patented his
technique of binding books in Bakelite in1920.
In 1987 the Belgian binder, Micheline de Bellefroid,
was the first to use a Macintosh to design a binding.
Edgar Claes started making his famous polycarbonate
bindings in 1995. The work of Marja Wilgenkamp
fits perfectly in to this list.
Binding Description

2. Ibid., p19
3. Nick Thurston & Sharon Kivland, “Reading. Some
positions” in The book is alive, edited by Emmanuelle
Waeckertle, Richard Sawdon Smith, Sheffield: RGAP, 2013,
p152
4. Romi Mikulinsky, “Reading and writing in the digital
age” in The book is alive, edited by Emmanuelle Waeckertle,
Richard Sawdon Smith, Sheffield: RGAP, 2013, p72
5. Susan Johanknecht & Katherine Meynell, “Poetry of
unknown words” in The book is alive, edited by Emmanuelle
Waeckertle, Richard Sawdon Smith, Sheffield: RGAP, 2013,
p30
6. seekers of lice, “Invent the present: footnoes” in The book
is alive, edited by Emmanuelle Waeckertle, Richard Sawdon
Smith, Sheffield: RGAP, 2013, pp55-63
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The book is sewn on to stubs and bound in a dos rapporté
structure (developed by Benjamin Elbel). This combination
enables the text to lie completely flat when opened.
The board design is inspired by an illustration of traditional
binding tools from the original text: a 3D printer has
been used to produce a very detailed and sharply defined
reproduction in white plastic. Grey Zaansch Bord forms
the spine.
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Helen Cole working

The finished binding by Marja Wilgenkamp is a wonderful
example of how successfully traditional craftsmanship and
ultra-modern techniques can be combined.
The text is a facsimile of Dirck de Bray’s Short Tutorial
of Bookbinding published by Atelier de Ganzenweide,
Uithoorn, The Netherlands. It is printed in Dutch and
English. 500 unbound copies are available to bookbinders.

Whether it is for residencies, such as we are currently
undertaking, or to attend conferences, seminars and
workshops – or – just to encounter something new to
inform one’s life or feelings for place, all artists travel.
This theme was to be embraced by each of the participating
artists. Three of the ‘Artist’s Book Flash Mob’ came from
Brisbane, Lismore and Alstonville and were joined by five
local Grafton artists for the two-day event. The contributing
artists were: Julie Barratt, Cher Breeze, Darren Bryant,
Helen Cole, Victoria Cooper, Jo Kambourian, Louise Kirby,
Evey Miller, Cass Samms, Hayley Skeggs and Doug Spowart.

Photographs of the book by Theo de Nooij of the Royal
Library. For more information please visit:
www.bindery-wilgenkamp.com
Artists Book Flash Mob and the Artist Survey Book
Grafton Regional Gallery, NSW, Australia
Report by Victoria Cooper and Doug Spowart
During our Artist in Residence at the Grafton Regional
Gallery we chose to conduct a Centre for Regional Arts
Practice event that would culminate in a collaborative Artist
Survey chapbook. The 15th edition of the Artists’ Survey
comments on the idea that regional artists engage in travel
as a necessary part of their arts practice. The book is entitled
NOMAD: Journeying for art.

Julie Barratt working

Artist Survey pages
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Jo Kambourian working
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Each artist brought objects and materials that were then
transformed by their approach to the theme through of
their chosen medium. Art making techniques included
stamping, collage, digital montage, altered pages, painting,
photomontage, photocopy art, images of glass etching,
stitching, sewing and paper sculpture. Many ideas were
resolved through collaboration with fellow artists during
the event.

The crew

We thank the participating artists for their participation and
contribution to another C.R.A.P. (Centre for Regional Arts
Practice) event.
©2013 Victoria Cooper and Doug Spowart. The copyright in
individual artworks resides with the artists.
Artist Survey pages

Frenetic times of activity were interspersed with
conversation, a sunset soiree, Thai dinner and coffee
and cakes from the gallery’s café. At noon on the second
day so much still needed to be completed. Each artist
concentrated on their own multiple artworks – requiring
60 individual pieces. By mid afternoon, as each artist’s work
was near completion, attention could be turned toward the
collaborative outcome: cutting, printing and folding covers,
collating of the pages, and beginning the process of sewing
the finishing 3-hole pamphlet stitch.

Stacks of Artist Survey books

At end of the weekend all that was left to do was the binding
of the books and each artist has taken their five copies to
finish in personal time. We all departed with a renewed
energy enriched by the experience and enjoyment of
artmaking along with the exchange of ideas and knowledge
that was shared in the intimate space of the studio. Further
copies of the NOMAD: Journeying for art will be passed on
to significant artists book collections around the country.
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BLOG POST https://wotwedid.wordpress.com/2013/09/23/
artists-book-flash-mob-create-collaborative-artists-surveybook/

STOP PRESS!
Print Room at Banner Repeater, London
Until 23rd December 2013
Banner Repeater becomes a dedicated print room over
December, presenting newly commissioned works by
Laure Prouvost (Turner Prize nominee 2013), Emma Hart,
John Russell, Benedict Drew, Shaun Doyle and Mally
Mallinson, and prints and publications from Clunie Reid,
Elizabeth Price, BANK, and Ovidiu Hulubei. The five newly
commissioned works will be available as limited editions
with proceeds contributing to future arts programming at
Banner Repeater.
Other featured prints include: Clunie Reid’s lithographic
print produced to accompany her exhibition at BR: Melanie
Griffiths Knee. Turner Prize winner (2012) Elizabeth
Price’s take on the Hackney Gazette with signed work Dead
Body Dial 999, and two issues of the BANK tabloid (1997).
Ovidiu Hulubei’s (Appropriation Beyond the Object - open
call) hand drawings consider Maurizio Cattelan’s work
Bidibidobidiboo, and are available as a series of editioned
prints. Plus multiples courtesy of Critical Hand Gestures
and a selection of free Banner Repeater published items.
Print Room offers a great opportunity to collect works of art
from a selection of today’s contemporary artists, ideal for
art enthusiasts and collectors alike, and those looking for
alternative festive gifts.
This project is part of an ongoing programme of fundraising
activity that supports the art programme: new commissions
and associated publishing.

this newsletter can be downloaded in colour from www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/banlists.htm

Most items can be bought from the online shop:
http://bannerrepeatershop.goodsie.com
Banner Repeater
Platform 1 Hackney Downs Railway Station
Dalston Lane, Hackney, E8 1LA, UK.
www.bannerrepeater.org

Ben Shepard, and NYC’s Museum of Reclaimed Urban
Space (MoRUS) to produce Museum of Reclaimed Urban
Space Opening: A Moment’s Catalog December 8, 2012.
On October 29th, 2012, C-Squat on Avenue C in New York’s
Lower East Side was flooded by the wilds of Hurricane
Sandy. The Museum of Reclaimed Space (MORUS), located
in its basement, was scheduled to have its opening party that
night. The next morning the MORUS community, instead,
was bucketing water and salvaging displays. They also
hosted a pedal-power bike generator to recharge cell-phones
and became a node for dumpstered food distribution.
Ben Shepard, with an assist by Marc Herbst, has put
together an ode, a short book about activist New York under
Hurricane Sandy and a re-telling of the eventual opening of
MORUS on December 8 2012.
Contributions by Alan W. Moore, Stephen Duncombe,
Maggie Wrigley and Frank Morales. Art by Fly, Mac McGill
and others. Designed, cover letterpress printed, and handbound by Emily Larned. Edition 150. Published by the
Journal of Aesthetics & Protest. Order from the Journal of
Aesthetics & Protest now for just $15. Official release date
December 8, 2013. www.joaap.org/press/MORUS.html

PURE EVIL - An installation of works by Jack Felgate
Weds 11th December 2013 - Saturday 4th January 2014
Good Press, Glasgow, UK
GOOD PRESS, Based at Mono, 12 Kings Court
Glasgow G1 5RB, UK. Monday to Saturday, 11am to 7pm.
http://goodpressgallery.co.uk
Dylan Thomas’s - Under Milk Wood
Images by Peter Blake
Enitharmon Press
Enitharmon is delighted to announce the publication of this
edition to mark the centenary of Dylan Thomas’s birth.
The publication is presented in three separate bindings.
Regular: £30, De Luxe: £850, Fine Binding: £5,500
Enitharmon Bookshop/Gallery
10 Bury Place, London WC1A 2JL, UK.
www.enitharmon.co.uk
Museum of Reclaimed Urban Space Opening: A Moment’s
Catalog December 8, 2012
Emily Larned has been working closely with Marc Herbst of
the Journal of Aesthetics & Protest, activist/professor/writer
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We wish all our readers a happy and peaceful 2014

UWE Bristol Exhibitions at Bower Ashton Library
Opening hours term time: Mon - Thursday 8.30am 9.30pm, Friday 8.30am - 7pm, Saturday & Sunday 10am 5pm. Please check before travelling as opening hours vary
during vacation periods and bank holidays. Library main
desk telephone: 0117 328 4750. http://www1.uwe.ac.uk/library/visitingthelibrary/campuslibraries/bowerashton.aspx
If you have news, please email items for the BAN to:
Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk Please supply any images as
good quality RGB jpegs (300 dpi) c. 9 x 6 cm
NEXT DEADLINE: 12TH JANUARY FOR THE
FEBRUARY 2014 NEWSLETTER
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